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Abstract
Article 24A of the 1111no1s School Code was enacted 1n order to
1mprove 1nstruct1on 1n the State of I 111no1s. One of the underly1ng
be11efs or the 1eg1slators who des1gned and passed the School
Improvement Act of 1985, wh1ch conta1ned Art1cle 24A was that
one way to 1mprove instruct1on 1s to e11minate the unsatisfactory
performers 1n the classroom. Since the implementation of Article
24A no data based stud1es have been conducted on the effects of
this legislation on those teachers evaluated as unsatisfactory.
This study is intended to gather data on the number of
unsatisfactory performers as well as the characteristics of those
teachers, Including experience and teaching behav1ors. It Is also
the intention of this study to determine In what districts those
unsatisfactory performers have been Identified and what has been
the outcome of the unsatisfactory rating or remedlatlon plan on
unsatisfactory teachers. Therefore, it Is the purpose of this
study to determine the effects Article 24A has had on the
teachers judged as unsatisfactory by qualtfted administrators.
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Chapter 1
Background of Study
The focus of the reform leg1slat1on passed 1n 1985 was the
1mprovement of 1nstructton tn 11Hno1s. One way to improve
1nstruct1on is to increase the quality of teacher performance.
The intent of the evaluation process to identify and e1 ther
successfully remediate unsatisfactory teachers or d1sm1ss theml
was establlshed 1n Article 24A of Chapter 122 of the llltnots
Revised Statutes (referenced as the Illinois School Code or ISC).
Specif1ca11y, Article 24A sections 1- 5 requires a locally
developed district plan to <a> 1dentify certified staff members
who function at an unsatisfactory level, (b) provide them
opportunities to improve through the assistance of the evaluator
and a consultant teacher, and Cc> if the quality of instruction
does not improve during the specified remediation period, a
process to dismiss the teacher.
The t II inois legislature elected to add the unsatisfactory
performer as a distinct entity although tncompetency already
existed as one of the reasons for dismissal within 10- 22.4.
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However, incompetency ts not defined until a specific set of
circumstances exists relative to a specific case. The reasons for
dismissal were the only criteria provided for dismtssal of
tenured teachers prior to the adoption of Article 24A. As noted,

lSC. 24A added as a reason the teacher whose performance
continues to be rated unsatisfactory after remedtatton. Each
district's evaluation plan has defined what constitutes an
unsatisfactory performer for that district. Furthermore, Article
24A of the ISC now defines mtnlmal procedures for remedtatton.
The Jaw also created the position of consultant teacher in the
remediation process.
This study was to determine how Article 24A has been
appJ ied to teachers rated unsatisfactory in school districts in
llltnots. The evaluation procedures used throughout the State of
Illinois were determined through a survey of school districts in
the State. This study provided a single source of data (as
suppJled by each district's administrative staff) concerning
evaluation procedures and criteria used by specific districts In
I J1 inois to determine the behaviors of the unsatisfactory teacher.

Evaluation
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Statement of the Problem
No s1ngle source of data ex1sts as to how Art1cle 24A has
been used to 1dentify unsat1sfactory staff members or how the
process of remediat1on has been ut111zed in school districts
throughout the State of 11Hno1s. In addition, the outcome of the
process establlshed by Artlc1e 24A of the 1S.c. has not been
stud1ed s1nce 1ts enactment.

In order to generate the needed

1nformat1on, 1t has been necessary to exam1ne 1nformat1on
provided by district officials.
As of September JO, 1989, three years of history exists
relattve to Article 24A and the unsat1sfactory performer. Article
24A of Illinois Revised Statutes, Chapter 122 CISC> formally
required all school districts to evaluate staff within the confines
of spec1fic procedural and substantive criteria. They were also
prov1ded a new alternat1ve strategy for the d1smtssaJ or staff the unsatisfactory performer - within the language of 10-22.4.
Unsatisfactory performers are determined by a minimum of
five general areas or behavior established in Article 24A which
are to be incorporated by districts in their evaluation plans.

Evaluation
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These areas 1nclude: attendance, planning/organization,
instruct1ona1 methods, classroom management, and competency 1n
subject matter. Spec1f1c behav1ors and other criteria have been
left to the d1scret1on of the d1str1ct's plan. Once the teacher has
been determined to be unsat1sfactory 1n terms of the evaluation
plan, there 1s a procedure to provtde the teacher wHh opportunlty
to 1mprove. Th1s process 1s ref erred to as remed1at 1on.
The evaluation procedures used In var1ous districts in the
State of 111 inois have been of critical importance to the study. A
spec1f1c number or unsat 1sfactory performers for the years 1986.

1987, 1988, as well as several 1dent1fied 1n 1989 have been
included according to the school districts responding to the
survey. This study 1dent1f1es teach1ng behav1ors that d1str1cts
have used to tdent1fy unsatisfactory performers. In addH1on, the
character1st1cs of unsat1sractory performers have been
determined 1n terms of the years of teaching experience and
subject matter taught. Specific information about the
remedtatlon process has been determined 1n terms or those
unsatisfac tory performers who have successfully comp Jeted
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remediation or the fate of the unsatisfactory performers who d1d
not successfully complete the remedtatton process. The spec1f1c
details concerning the number and frequency of evaluations during
the remediation process as well as the source criteria of
selection of the consultant teacher have been included. The role
of the un1on in the remed1ation process was also determined.

Although the procedural aspects of Article 24A formed the major
focus

or

this study, percept1ons of d1str1ct admtn1strators of the

changes in teachers· behaviors/att1tudes have been included to
determine the Impact of Article 24A. Therefore, the study was
used to compile specific data on the evaluation of certified staff
as utilized by school districts in the State of Illinois.

L1mttattons of the Study
There are some factors beyond the control or the
researcher which wt II be restrictive to the study. These include:
I. Some school districts have not identified any

unsatisfactory performers for the years slud1ed.
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2. Some schoo1 administrators d1d not complete the survey
instrument in its entirety nor did they have the know1edge
necessary to record the 1nformat1on.
3. Some information recorded on the survey was not
accurate because of m1sunderstood d1rect1ons or other factors.
4. Some super1ntendents or other d1str1ct
off1c1a1s did not respond at a11 to the survey.
5. The remed1ation process and 1ts success or fai1ure in some
districts was not studied because the unsatisfactory performer
res1gned either before the formal eva1uat1on was comp1eted or
before the remed1at1on process began.
6. This study encompass only unsatisfactory performers
dur1ng the school years 1986-89. ThereforelP teachers perceived
as unsatisfactory before 1986 were not 1ncluded and no
comparison of eva1uat1on procedures before Art1cle 24A was
possib1e or attempted.
7. All schoo I districts in 11 linols were surveyed. However,
not a11 surveys were returned. Therefore, the results may or may
not be representative of all d1str1cts 1n the State.

Evaluation
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The data 1ncluded was complled from the surveys collected;
however, 1t serves as a data base of 1nformat1on concerning the
processes of Art1cle 24A 1n regard to the unsat1sfactory
performer.

Definition of Terms

In order that a more accurate understanding of this
study can be ach1eved, the fo11ow1ng defin1t1ons are
prov1ded:
1.

Areas of deficiency. These include the specific

categories of Instructional behavlors In which the
teachers have been judged unsatisfactory.
2.

Consultant teacher. Certified employee who

has at least r lve years teaching experience and a
reasonable famtlarity with the assignment of the
teacher evaluated as unsatisfactory. The consultant teacher must
also have received an excellent or higher rating on his or her
most recent evaluation. The consultant teacher Is the resource

Evaluation
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person for the unsatisfactory performer.
3. 01str1ct Evaluat1on Plan. A formal, wr1tten
plan developed by each school d1str1ct 1n cooperat1on
w1th 1ts teachers or the1r exclus1ve barga1n1ng agent and
subm1tted to the State Board of Education to evaluate
each teacher in contractual continued service at least once every
two years.

4. Elementary school district. A school district
containing only grades kindergarten through eighth grade.
5. High school district. A school district
encompassing only grades nine through twelve.
6. Incompetency. Der tned in Black's Law Dictionary

<1979) as Jack of ability, legal qualification, or
fitness to discharge the required duty. Incompetency Is
also Identified tn 10- 22.4 or the I lllnols School Code as a reason
for teacher d1sm1ssal.
7. Remedia.t..Um.. Procedures used to help the
unsatisfactory performer to improve teaching
performance as established and implemented within
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thirty days after the evaluat1on of a teacher as unsat1sfactory.
8. Resignat1on. This 1s the written notice of a
teacher who voluntarily terminates contractual
employment w1th1n the spec1f1ed d1str1ct.
9. Retirement. The voluntary severance of a

teacher's serv1ce to educat1on.
1O. Sat1sfactory Complet1on of Remed1at1on. The

status given a teacher who 1s g1ven a successful
evaluation at the end of the remed1at1on per1od and
returns to the evaluation cycle of at least one
evaluation every two years.

11 . Unit school district. A school d1str1ct that
encompasses all grade levels {pre- school through
twelfth).
l 2. Unsatisfactory performer. Certified staff

member unable to rulf 111 performance standards as
defined by dtstrtct's evaluation plan and rated as unsatisfactory

by the Qua I if ied administrator under the district"s evaluation
plan.
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Chapter 2
Rationale
The purpose of this study was to determine whether the
eva1uat1on process to identify and e1ther successfully remediate
or dismiss unsatisfactory teachers as estab11shed in Article 24A
of the Illinois School Code has been applied 1n schoo·1 districts in
l1Hno1s. The evaluat1on process and the subsequent outcome

or

that process was 1dent U1ed by the var1ous districts responding to
the survey generated by this study.
The law as established in Article 24A was intended to
improve 1nstruct1on in the classrooms 1n 1111nois. One measure to
improve instruction was the determination of what constitutes
unsatisfactory performances by a classroom teacher. The five
general behaviors established 1n Art1c1e 24A have been included
by districts in their evaluation plans. Other behaviors to be
observed or measured have been left to the discretion of the
district. Once the performer has been evaluated as
unsatisfactory. there ts a process called remediation 1n which tt\e
teacher has an oppor-tun1ty to improve in a one calendar year t1mc

Evaluation
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period. The remediat1on plan is to be developed wlth the
involvement of the consultant teacher and the teacher under
remediation as well as the admin1strat1on. The determination of
the outcome of remed1at1on on the unsat1sfactory performer 1s an
1ssue cr1t1ca1 to the study. One common element of all
remediation plans is the inclusion of the consultant teacher. The
method of selection and role of the consultant teacher var1es
from district to district. In addition, the impact of that position
on the improvement of the unsatisfactory peformer has not yet

been stud1ed.
Another element of Article 24A is the provision by which
districts may d1sm lss those teachers who ral 1 to Improve to a
satisfactory rating by the end of a year- long remediation process.
If the Jaw is effective at separating unsatisfactory teachers who
do not tmprove through remed1atton from their positions .. then tt
is accomplishing one aspect of improving instruction. This study
determined the extent to which districts in I llino1s have utilized
the contents of Article 24A to: (1) separate unsatisfactory
perrormers from their teaching positions, therefore, improving

Evaluation
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1nstruct1on or {2) 1mprove instruction enough so that the teacher
1s evaluated as satisfactory 1n performance.

Rev1ew

or L1terature and Research

L lterature on I SC 24A

No data studtes have been done In 11 Jtnois on teacher
evaluation under Article 24A since it was added to the 1.S.C. in
1985. There have been a limited number of articles concerning
Article 24A and its possible 1nfluence on the evaluation of
teachers and subsequent improvement of instruct 1on.
Hazard <1987) has written two articles on teacher evaluation
in Illinois in which he states that while Article 24A ·sets
m1n1mal criteria, standards, procedures and evaluation personner

Cp. 14), the law does not determine the def initlons or criteria for
the requ1red rating standards or excellent, satisfactory, and
unsatisfactory . Schoo I districts then must define these
standards as clearly as possible. Further, Hazard indicates that
evaluation plans may provide a variety or criteria under the
general areas outlined in Article 24A. However, •the key to an
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effective program, in part, seems to be the extent to which the
staff ·buys in· or identifies with the goals reflected in their
district program· <Hazard, 1987, p. 14). If the staff does not
accept the procedures or objectives or the evaluative process, It
will likely create teacher versus administrator tension and,
therefore, lessen the effectiveness of the plan which is intended
to Improve the quality of Instruction.
Hazard <1987> indicates that there are some concepts which
remain unclear in Article 24A. For example, the role of the
teachers 1n amend1ng the evaluat1on 1nstrument is vague beyond
the 1n1t1al development of the plan. Another unclear process 1n
Article 24A 1s the role of the consultant teacher. This role is
def1ned by the district and will more than likely develop through
experience. However, the poo 1 of consultant teachers has not
clearly been determined. The consultant teacher is immune from
being subpoenaed to testify at a dismissal hearing as to the
qua Ii ty of instruction. • 1t is also not clear whether districts may
use several ·qua I H ied· in- district or external evaluators in the
evaluation of teachers· {Hazard, 1987, p. 15).
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The only cr1ter1a for the evaluating administrator is that he/she
be qua11f1ed according to Article 24A- 3 and 24A- 5 of the

l.S.C. This training involves part1cipation by evaluating
adm1nistrators at least once every two years at 1n- serv1ce
workshops on evaluation of certified personnel provided by the
11 Unois State Hoard of Education through the Administrators·
Academy adm1n1stered by the Educational Service Centers.
Another vague concept is the post- remediation plan evaluation.
The frequency and number of observations are at the discretion of
the district's plan or at the decision of the evaluator
(administrator). This could prove to be a source of problems for
the evaluator If not clearly delineated In the remed1ation or
evaluation plan.
As Hazard <1987) states, the true test of the dtstr1ct's
evaluation plan ts after the rtrst unsatisfactory teacher Is
identified and the process moves into dismissal as outlined in
Article 24- 12 or

the~

"Unless tt ts totally abused by

indifference or corrupted by dishonest appraisals, the evaluation
of teacher and administrator performance may reshape the culture
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of schooling 1n many ways· (p. 16). At this point, the 1mpact of
Article 24A on the shaping or that culture has yet to be assessed.
As indicated, this arttcle extensively deals with the content
of Article 24A and its vagueness. Furthermore, the
l JJ inois School Law Quarterly (July 1987) specifically indicates
problems relating to Article 24A 1ncludtng:
1. the legal 1mpl1cat1ons over the extent of 1nvolvement of

the exclusive bargaining agent tn the formulatton of the
evaluat1on plan;
2. the confusion over the ·consulting· teacher component;
and
3. the mixed message that has been sent to educators.
(p. 135)

As outl1ned In the paragraphs above, there are many Issues
unclear 1n Arttcle 24A.
John Lutes <1987) closely examined the contents of Article
24A. Lutes examined the various changes in the evaluation law in
terms or contents or the plans, procedures to be foil owed In
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evaluating. and the remed1atlon of the unsatisfactory performer.
He also outlined ways in which Article 24A could be implemented
in local districts. Lutes C1987) cited the Rand Report which
stated that five critical areas should be considered when
assessing the effectiveness of a teacher evaluation program:

1. to succeed, an evaluat1on program should be compatible
wHh the educational goals, management style. conception
of teaching, and community values or the school distr1ct.
2. a top- level commnment is necessary for success.
J . the district should match the purpose or the program

with the process.
4. the evaluation system must be perceived as hav1ng
util1ty. Uti11ty depends upon the district's w1111ngness
to use resources to achieve reliability, validity, and
cost effectiveness.

5 . teacher involvement is a necessary variable for success.
(p. 95)

In order for Article 24A to be successfully

Implemented, the evaluation plan should conta1n the above

Evaluation
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mentioned elements while following the specified
guidelines conta1ned w1thtn the statute.
Lutes C1987) also d1scussed teacher d1sm1ssal after a period
of unsuccessful remed1at1on. The d1sm1ssa1 of an
unsatisfactory performer may be a tedious task wh1ch 1s
manipulated by strict legal restr1ct1ons. It 1s, however, an
option wh1ch should be used 1f 1t 1s dec1ded that the
schoors learning environment is being negatively affected by the
teacher's continued employment. As this Is often a horrHic task
for admtnt strators and school boards, It Is Important to remember
that "The bottom I lne In evaluat1on where the continued
employment of the teacher is an issue is to measure the damage
to the children aga1nst the career of the teacher· (Pinney, 1986,
p. 39). These issues w I 11 be faced by more and more
admtn1strators 1n I 11 lno1s as more years or usage
are added to the history of Article 24A, and more teachers are
possibly added to those who have been evaluated as
unsatisfactory.
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literature-Pre ISC 24A
There are several articles which relate to evaluation
plans in place prior to Article 24A In 11 llnois. These
include an article deta1 ling plans In Hinsdale Township Htgh
School District 86 and Teutopol1s D1str1ct SO.

Although

previously written plans are not Important to this study,
the impact or Article 24A on these d1strtcts and their
identification of the unsatisfactory performer are of critical
concern.
Hinsdale has an extensive evaluation plan which was
implemented in 1983. However the rating system and many
add1tlonal requirements

or

the evaluation that the state

mandated in Article 24A were not included in Hinsdale·s
plan.
Teutopolls District

•so has an evaluation plan which

should be in compliance with the state mandates. The
evaluation plan is based on a model or instruction which
ensures that everyone is operating with the same base or
information concerning lesson design and classroom
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management 0111nois School Board Journal. 1985). These

two articles demonstrate additional impacts of formal
legislation on local district's evaluation plans. However,
these impacts wi II not be the focus of this study.
Related Research
An ERIC search revealed other articles relative to teacher

evaluat)on although not germane to Illinois or Article 24A. The
articles indicated a wide range of teacher evaluation plans found
in school districts across the country. Linda Darling-Hammond
<1986) 11sted what she perceived as be1ng the most common
features of teacher evaluation systems;

Ca) Evaluation is designed and conducted chiefly by
adrn1n1strators;
(b) ratings are based on a few inspections of classroom
activities;
(c)

standardized checklists based on standardized criteria
are used to record generic teacher behavtors and to

der ive rat lng s ~
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(d} all teachers are evaluated on a common schedule using
the common instrument and un1form procedures;
Ce) th1s standard1zed process 1s Intended to serve

simultaneously as the pr1mary vehicle for discussions
of 1nd1vidual teach1ng pract1ce, for profess1onal
devetopment guidance, and for personnel dec1sion
1

mak1ng. Cp. 532>
Article 24A of the 111 inois Schoo I Code contains these same
elements. Linda Dar11ng- Hammond further stated that this

•traditional approach to teacher evaluation offers little hope for
developing proresslonal accountability In teaching" (p.532).
However, there are some areas in the country that are attempting
to link their evaluation of teachers to effective teaching

research, provtde better tra1n1ng for evaluators, hold
administrators more accountable for evaluations, use diagnosed
def1cienc1es as an impetus for staff development, and make
teachers more involved in the evaluation process <Buttram and
Wilson, 1987>. Article 24A does provide for some of these

factors as well.
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Florida's Performance Management System and the evaluation
system established in Calvert County, Maryland, both include
format 1ve and summat1ve systems. Both systems contain those
elements mentioned above. All articles related to evaluatlon
plans and instruments seem to stress the importance of e·1ements
of summatlve and formative evaluations. The summative
elements are stressed in the gu1deHnes of Article 24A.
Legal Developments Based on 1.S.C_24A
Llt igat ion_
There has been I it igation concerning elements of Article 24A.
In the Community Consol ldated School 01strlct 59 decision, It
was recognized that Section 24A describes the requirements as
the minimum necessary for an evaluation plan permitting
districts and bargatning representatives to expand the standards
under the evaluation plans through collective bargaining.
The Community Consolidated 59 decision impacted another
case which was decided by the Illinois Educational Labor
Relations Board <IELRDl The Summ It HI 11 School Otstrtct 161 was
charged by the Summit Hill Council AFT as having violated
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Sections 14(a)( 1) and 14(a)(5) of the I 1Hno1s Educational Labor
Relations Act (IELRA> by refusing to allow the Summa Hill
Councll AFT to be present at post- observat1on conferences of a
teacher under remed1at1on CLRP Pub11cations. January 1988).
Wh11e the Summ1t H111 Counc11 AFT attempted to negotiate
language which would have provided for union representation at
meetings and conferences either prior to or after evaluations. the
01strict rejected the proposal during the 1986- 87 collective
bargaining session so it was dropped <LRP Pub11cat1ons, January
1988).

The case involved the evaluation of a third grade
teacher who was under remediation. After the evaluation and
before the post- observation conference, the teacher requested
union representation which was denied. The union filed an unfair
labor practice. The tabor board dec1s1on stated that •the
Educational Reform Act of 1985 defined the mtn1mum role or the
union in the evaluation process, subject to expansion through
collective barga1n1ng. Statutor11y, the Un1on has a role 1n
developing the evaluation plan and providing a 11st of consulting
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teachers· CLRP Publications, January 1988, p. 32). Therefore, the
role of the union does not 1nclude union representation
at post- observation evaluation conferences. There is not any
language which prohibits union representation at such
conferences but is an 1ssue wh1ch would have to be bargained.
The role of the union as well as other elements of Article 24A
wlll continue to be 1mportant barga1n1ng issues as more years of
history are added to Article 24A.
Dismissal hearing
The first dismissal under Article 24A has reached the
courts. This case Involved a tenured teacher 1n Peor1a School
District I SO. The teacher was dismissed on June 6, 1988. The
i ssue was whether the Board of Education had cause to dismiss
the teacher for failure to complete a one-year remediatton plan
as detal led In Article 24A-5 or the 1.S_C_ w1th a sat1sractory or
better ratlng. The teacher a twenty-two year veteran w1th a
Bachelors Degree and 111 inois Teaching Certificate in Biology, was
rated unsatisfactory by the administration on AprU 3, 1987. A
remed1at1on plan was formulated as st1pulated by Art1cle 24A- 5.
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The remed1at1on plan outllned the areas of 1mprovement as well
as providing for a consulting teacher. The remediation was to be
effective for the 1987- 88 school year. The teacher was informed

that he would be given a one calendar year period to complete the
remed1at ion plan with a sat tsfactory or better rating by the

ev;:tluator. Dunng the year of remed1atlon, the
evaluator v1sited the c1assroom eleven t1mes. Our1ng the
eva luat 1on visits, teaching methods and techniques were observed
during the entire class period. Quarterly evaluatlons were
written during the remediation period. The evaluat1ons were
submitted to the teacher who was g1ven an opportun1ty to d1scuss
and refute the content of the evaluations. The teacher·s

performance was judged by the evaluator as unsatisfactory. The
evaluator rated the teach1ng performance as well as the
adm1ni strat1on of st udent discipline, organ1zat1on of course
material. and management of the classroom. As a result of the
failure lo successfully complete the remediation plan, it was

recommended that the teacher be dtsmissed Cl 11inois State Board
of Education Hearing Officer Report, August 1988).
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Subsequently, the dismissal resulted in a hearing by the
1111nois State Board of Education 1n which ev1dence was submitted
by the administration and the Board of the Clty of Peor1a School
District 150 as well as the teacher. The August 19, 1988 hearing
was decided by hearing officer Peter feuille in favor of the Board
who 1n his opin1on had followed proper procedures according to
Art1cle 24A tn d1sm1ss1ng the teacher after a one- year period or
remediation Cll11nois State Board of Education Hearing Officer
Report, August 1988).
Court dee 1s1 on
The teacher asked for a review of the District 150 decision
by the Circuit Court. Circuit Court Judge William Voelker ruled

that District 150 violated State Statutes In dismissing the
teacher and ordered reinstatement. The violation involved the
failure by the Board to approve the remediation plan. The plan
was not approved nor monitored by the Peoria Board of Education
and was left to the discretion of the administration. The ruling

d1d not address the behav1ors of the teacher but the procedures by
which the board dismissed him. The February 1989 decision was
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immediately appealed to the Third District Court of Appeals
<Sorensen, f ebruary 1, 1989).
The Appellate Court's decision overturned the decision of
the Circu1t Court Judge and upheld the dismissal of the District
150 teacher. The decision provides for adm1n1strators to be able
to evaluate tenured teachers and d1sm1ss them for unsatisfactory
performance after g1v1ng them a one- year chance to 1mprove
<Bailey. September 27, 1989). This landmark case establishes
guide I ines for future teacher dismissals under the procedural
aspects of Article 24A. The Appellate Court decision could be
reviewed or the case appealed to the llllnols Supreme Court by
the rormer Dtstr1ct 1SO teacher. Regardless of whether the
appeal Is made, the procedures establ tshed by Art1cle 24A have
withstood the legal test. This case wHl serve as a gutde for

future <11smlssaJs

or

tenured teachers 1n the State

or 1111n0Js and

may prove that Article 24A was intended and indeed can be used
as a means to improve instruction by dismissing unsatisfactory
performers.
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Un1queness
Based upon an extensive search process, this is the first
statew1de study done on cert1f1ed staff members evaluated as
unsatisfactory as outlined in Article 24A of the ISC.
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Chapter J
Destgn or the Study
Thts study ts cons1dered a rteld study because data has been
collected from pubHc school d1str1cts concern1ng the evaluat1on
of certtf1ed staff members stnce the tncluston of Art1cle 24A 1n
the 1Sk Th1s was a data based study and employs descr1pt1ve
stat1stics 1n the form of frequenc1es and percentages. Data was
ana1yzed using a table format as well as a computer analysis
prov1ded by Computer Servtces at Eastern I lltnots Un1vers1ty.
Add1ttonally, a correlat1ona1 analysts w1th the demographtc
descrtptors was used.
The Independent variables Included school district size, type,
and area; bargaining un1t afftltatlon; number or unsatisfactory
performers; areas of deftctenctes; elements or remedtatton plans
<number and frequency or evaluation>; and the outcomes. The
results or the surveys received comprised the dependent
variables.
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Sample and Population
All school districts in the State of Illinois (including
Chicago> were surveyed. Of the 970 school distr1cts to which
surveys were mal led, six hundred twenty- two responded.

The

study requ1red a second ma111ng 1n order to obta1n the 64.1 X
return of surveys.
Because the entire population was sampled, the issue of
randomness or the sample is not perttnent to this study. Whl le
the researcher cannot ascertain as to how the school
officials who did not return the survey would have responded ..
there is no reason to assume there was a systematic reason why
some districts did not respond.

Data Collection and Instrumentation
The data was collected by malting the survey <see Appendix B>
regarding Article 24A of the J.SC. and teacher evaluation along
with a cover letter <see Appendix A> to each school district in the
State. A second questionnaire and tdenttcal cover letter were
sent to each school district which did not respond to the first
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mailing.
The survey was developed and the questions based on the
Issues addressed In the study. Information gathered
from the survey Included the number or unsatisfactory performers
Identified between 1986-89 as well as the subject and grade
levels taught. In addition, the number of years of teaching
experience, both total and within the district, were gathered.
The survey sought lnf ormatlon concerning areas of unsatisfactory

performance such as attendance, plannlng/organlzatlon,
instructional methods, classroom management, competency in
subject matter, or other areas of defic1enc1es noted. The number
or summative evaluations used during the remediation per1od
were solicited as well as the outcomes of the remediation
process used with the unsatisfactory performers. The
unsatisfactory performers who were unsuccessful in completing
remediatlon and the subsequent actions such as retirement,
res1gnatlon, or dismissal as well as when that action took place
(pre or post board of education action) were also asked of school
off1cta1 s. The source and qua I tfylng factors of the consultant
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teacher were also requested as well as any union role in the
remediation process. Demographic Information such as the size,
type, and classification of district was ascertained. In addition,
bargaining unit affiliation, If any, was sought.
This survey was developed after a review of the 1iterature as
we11 as after exam1n1ng the contents or Article 24A of the
I JJtnois School Code. Discussion or the survey with experts in
the field <111 I no is State Board Consultants> was conducted and
the instrument was field tested using a sample of school
superintendents. It was the intention of this survey to determine
the Impact of Article 24A on teachers rated as unsatisfactory.
Since the survey was specificaJJy constructed for this study,
information related to the vaHdity and reliability of the
Instrument was not available. Since the survey was scrutinized
by 111inois State Board consultants and field tested. face validity
was assured. The Instrument a11owed respondents to make
comments. and the comments were included as a part of the study.
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Data Ana lysls
The school district offlctals who responded to the survey
tdentified their districts as to the size, type, and classification.
Percentage representation of the stze of school districts
responding to the survey were Included as a part of the analysis.
Of the type of districts, school officials identified their
districts as high school, elementary, or unit. Districts who
responded were also classified as to whether they were
considered as rural, urban, or suburban. Information relevant to
the number of unsatisfactory performers such as grade level and
subject area, year or unsattsfactory rating, and years of teaching
experience within the district and total amount or experience was
also Included as a part of the survey. The outcome of remedlatlon
was recorded as to whether the unsatisfactory performer
successfully completed remedlatlon or failed to Improve. The
data was further gathered as to specific in format ion on the fate
of the unsatisfactory performers as to whether resignation,
ret trement. or dlsmtssal was the result or the judgment of
unsatisfactory. Data was collected on the source and criteria or
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the consultant teacher as weH as the number frequency of
evaluat1ons. Union affiHat1on and any un1on role 1n the
remediat1on process was 1ncluded. The data once collected
through the surveys returned was recorded on scan sheets and
sent to Eastern Illinois Un1versity Computer Serv1ces for
analysis. Surveys 1ndicat1ng unsatisfactory performers were kept
separately from districts not identifying unsatisfactory
performers. The informat1on was then recorded by hand tn order
for all comments and outcomes to be recorded for use 1n the
study.
This study utlllzed descriptive statistics In the form of
frequencies and percentages to analyze the responses to the
questions tn the survey. Analysts was also provided for
lnformatlon pertaining to Identified unsattsfactory performers by
district size In tabular form.
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Chapter 4
Results
Certa1n demograph1c 1nformat1on was collected from each
respondent. The demograph1c 1nformat1on has been included in
Table 1 by d1str1ct

s1ze~

type, and class1f1catlon. As noted. six

hundred twenty-two school d1str1cts of the n1ne hundred seventy
In the State or 1111no1s responded to the survey.

Insert Table I About Here

D1str1cts were class1fled by s1ze 1n terms of the number of
students. Class1f1cat1ons ranged from less than 300 to more than
1o.ooo. The largest number of respondents were from d1str1cts
of 1001-2000 students. Th1s represented 22.SX of the
respondents. The smallest percentage of respondents were from
districts of over 1o.ooo students w1th a 1.SX (9) return.

or

course, these districts represent the fewest number in the State.
The largest number or respondents (305) were from districts
listed as unit districts (49. IX>. Only I J.SX (83) or the districts
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respond1ng were class1f1ed as h1gh school wh11e J7.6X C2JJ> were
labeled as elementary d1strtcts.
School offtc1a1s were also requested to Hst the1r d1str1ct
class1f1cat1ons as be1ng rural, urban, or suburban. Stxty- rour
percent of the respondents class1fted thetr school dtstrtcts as
rural. thirty-one tabeled the1r dtstr1cts as suburban, and four
percent Hsted thetr d1str1cts as urban.
In addition to the demographic Information, the number or
unsatisfactory performers were listed by district size. Table 2
listed the number of unsatisfactory performers by dtstrtct size.

Insert Tab 1e 2 About Here

Two hundred eleven unsattsractory performers were 1denttf1ed by
the one hundred school districts who responded as having
evaluated one or more certtrted staff members as betng
unsatisfactory. The largest number of unsatisfactory performers
were listed in the dtstricts over 10,000. This represented 34. 1X
of the total number of unsattsfactory performers. Dtstricts of
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2001 - 4000 reported th1rty-four unsatisfactory performers and
districts with 1001-2000 indicated thirty- three unsatisfactory
performers. The fewest number of unsatisfactory performers
were Identified In districts of less than JOO students.
Unsatisfactory performers were also Identified by grade and
subject level. Table J has 11sted the unsatisfactory performers
as belonging to elementary. middle school/junior h1gh, and high
school levels. N1nety- two of the two hundred eleven
unsatisfactory performers could be spectf tcally listed as
elementary. Twenty-three of the unsatisfactory performers were
classif led as belonging at the middle school/ junior high level
while forty- one were listed as high school. The remainder or the
unsatisfactory performers (forty-one> were not classtfted by
level because of the generic labels such as English or math
attached by district orrtctals who responded to the survey.

Insert Tab 1e 3 About Here

Other unsatisfactory performers are listed In this category
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because of the speclalty positions represented such as social
worker or media. The unsat1sfactory performers were found
among all subject areas w1thout any one area hav1ng s1gnificantly
more unsat1sfactory performers than any other.
D1str1ct off1c1als were also requested to Indicate the
category or categor1es of unsatisfactory behav1ors 1n terms of
the five general areas outlined In Article 24A. The
unsat1sractory behavlors have been Included In Table 4.

Insert Table 4 About Here

There were few differences among the areas of
plannlng/organtzatton <152), tnstructtonal methods <158), and
classroom management <168). Other areas were noted as being
associated with unsatisfactory performers such as attendance
and competency In subject matter; however, the three areas
previously mentioned were predominant in Identifying the
unsatisfactory performer.
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After the unsat1sfactory performers have been 1dent1f1ed,
the school d1strict has a thirty-day period to 1n1ttate the
remed1at1on plan. The remed1at1on plan was to include a
consultant teacher. The consulting teacher was to be selected
from a 11st supplied by the barga1ning unit, evaluator·s cho1ce, or
from the llHnois State Board of Education. According to the
respondents to the survey <see Table 5), forty-four of the
districts utilized consultant teachers from the 11st provided by
the bargain1ng un1t. Twenty-f1ve of the one hundred districts
employed the services of the 1111no1s State Board of Education to
prov1de consultant teachers.

Insert Tab I e s About Here

tn terms of the selection or the consultant teacher, f1fty-one
distr1cts indicated the consultant teacher was chosen because of
expertise in the same subject matter as the unsat1sfactory
performer while fifty- seven districts selected the consultant
teacher because of expertise in the same or sim11ar areas where
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the unsatisfactory performer was ranked deficient. For example,
the consultant teacher may have been considered as having
expertise In classroom management. Several districts Indicated
both reasons as the criteria for the selection or the consultant
teacher which accounted for the total number surpassing the
overall number or respondent districts. The districts also
specU1ed other reasons for the selection or the consultant
teacher.
Evaluators Included superintendents, prlnclpals, assistant
principals, and other specified administrators as found In Table
6. Evaluators were most often the building prtnclpals (87) while
relatively few superintendents served as the evaluators ( 13).
Some districts Indicated that a combination or
prtnclpal/asslstant prlnclpal or prlnclpal/supertntendent served
as the evaluators for the unsatisfactory performer.

Insert Tab le 6 About Here
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Durjng the remedjation per1od, Artjcle 24A spec1f1ed that the
unsatisfactory performer must be evaluated at least once every
quarter. Table 7 Illustrated the number and frequency of
evaluations during the remedlatton period. Sixty-two or the
districts with unsatisfactory performers Indicated that four
evaluattons were completed during the one calendar year
remedtatton period. Several districts stated that more than the
required evaluations were completed. In some cases, evaluations
were conducted monthly or as often as every two weeks.

Insert Tab le 7 About Here

The outcome of the evaluatton and remedlatton process In
terms of the unsatisfactory performer was one or the key
components of this study. The outcome of the evaluation process
and remedtatton Included the posstblllty or the successful
completion or the failure to adequately complete the remedtatton
plan. If the unsat1sfactory performer raned to complete the
remed1at1on plan, several results were poss1ble as 1nd1cated in
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Table 8. The unsatisfactory performer could have chosen to
res1gn or retire prior to board act1on to d1sm1ss.

Insert Table 8 About Here

Seven of the 1dent1f1ed unsat1sfactory performers elected to
restgn prior to the tntttation of the remediation period and one
rettred prior to remed1atlon. Upon ranure to successfully
complete the one calendar year period of remediatton with a
satisfactory or better rating, the board would be able to dismiss
the teacher according to Article 24A. Ten of the unsatisfactory
performers were dismissed. Three of the dismissals did not have
hearings. Three of the dismissals resulted in hearings being held
with two of the hearings ending with the d1smlssals by the board
upheld by the hearing officer. As indicated in Chapter 2, the f1rst
dismissal case concerning Article 24A has reached the court
system and has been decided by the Appellate Court that the board
dismissal of a twenty-two year veteran was legal. The surveys
indicated eight dismissal proceedings were 1n progress and one
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survey stated that the unsat1sfactory performer would be
dismissed at the end of the 1988-89 school year.
Thirty- eight of the two hundred eleven unsat1sfactory
performers successfully completed the remediation process while
ninety-two have yet to complete their remediation plans.
Resignation or retirement prior to dismissal was also the action
taken by several or the unsatisfactory performers. Twenty-one of
the unsatisfactory performers retired before board action to
dismiss. One retired after board action to dismiss. One of the
unsatisfactory performers was placed on unpaid leave for two
years unttl retirement and two were retired with a buyout from
the board. Two of the unsatisfactory performers were placed on
dtsabiltty while nineteen elected or resign prtor to dtsmtssal.
Unsatisfactory performers were also identified by the year
which the unsatisfactory rating was assigned. The results have
been Included tn Table 9. There has been an Increase In the
number or unsatisfactory performers since the enactment or
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Insert Table 9 About Here

Article 24A. In 1988, 108 unsatisfactory performers were
tdentified which was a 148X increased over the number identified
in 1987 (52). However, several of the unsatisfactory performers
were not labeled by the year of the unsatisfactory rating. Some
district officials labeled the unsatisfactory performer by the
year of the rat1ng wh11e others 1nd1cated the school year.
Consequently, there would have been additional numbers for the
years identified.
The Identification of bargaining unit afflllatlon and the
impact or that association on the process of remedlatton has been
tncluded tn Table 1o. Only rtve or the one hundred dtstrtcts dtd
not report any union affl II at ton.

or

the other districts.. stxty-

nine districts (69X} indicated affl liatton with IEA/NEA. This was
also reflective of the total number of responding districts which
indicated 69X (430) reporting afftHatton with IEA/NEA.
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Insert Table I o About Here

Only 17.8X of the total respondents indicated affiliation with
IFT I AFT. Twenty-five (24X) of the d1str1cts 1ndtcat1ng one or
more unsatisfactory performers reflected a higher percentage of
the d1str1cts with unsatisfactory performers reporting an
affiliation with IFTI AFT.
While 9JX (94) or the districts reporting one or more
unsat tsfactory performers Indicated union affi 1lat ton, 46X of
those districts (44) stated that the union did not play any role in
the remedlation process as shown in Appendix C. Eleven of the
districts stated there was support for the teacherCs> under
remediation; however, the support was often surface support or
to ensure that due process was being afforded to the teacher. In
some instances, the only involvement of the union was the
selection of the consultant teacher. There does not seem to be a
tremendous Indication of heavy union Involvement In the
remedlatlon or dismissal process.
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Data by District Size
Districts of Less than JOO students
While it was necessary to examine the overall picture of the
unsatisfactory performers, 1t was also necessary to examine the
data by district size. Of the 113 districts responding as having
an enrollment of less than 300 students, 1O identtfted having one
or more unsatisfactory performers <8.81>. As 111ustrated in Table
11 ~ districts of less than 300 students were mostly unit
districts <s1x of the ten respondents> 1n rural areas <ten
respondents>. Ten unsatisfactory performers were identified
ranging from a k 1ndergarten teacher to a d1str1ct Hbrarian. The
years of experience varied from three years in the district to a
total of twenty-two years of teaching experience. The majority
of unsatisfactory performers were identified tn 1988. In terms

Insert Tab I e 11 About Here

of the areas of unsatisfactory behav1ors; plann1ng/organ1zat1on
(7), instructional methods (7), and classroom management (8)
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were identified by the responding district officials as the areas
of deficiencies. As Illustrated In Table 12, fifty percent of the
respondents recorded four summatlve evaluation during the
remediatlon period with the Interval of evaluation recorded as
quarterly.

Insert Tab 1e 12 About Here

The outcomes revealed that three of the ten unsatisfactory
performers successfully completed remediation. Three of the
unsatisfactory performers faHed to Improve and two were stHl in
the process of remedlatlon. One of the ten was dismissed with a
hearing held whHe two retired before action to dismiss, and one
resigned before board action to dismiss. <see Table 12)
The source or the consultant teachers for the d1str1cts or
less than JOO was the State Board of Education as Included In
Table 1J . The cr1ter1a for the selection of many of the consultant
teachers was evenly sp11t between expertise In subject matter
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Insert Table 13 About Here

and areas or def1c1enc1es or the unsatisfactory performers. The
evaluator most often 1dent1fted 1n the d1str1cts or th1s s1ze was
the bui Jdlng principal. (see Table 13)
In Table I 4 the bargaining unit arr111at1on was Included.
Seven or the ten responding districts were IEA/NEA with one
IFTI AFT, and two or the districts did not have any union
affiHatton. The union did not play any role tn six of the ten

Insert Table 14 About Here

d1str1cts responding to the survey. In the d1str1cts where support
was 1nd1cated, 1t was only surface support and 1n one case, the
d1smissed teacher was not supported by the local group but was
by the I 111no1s Education Association. <see Table 14)
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Districts of 301 - 600 students
Twelve of a total of one hundred thirty-three respondents
were in this category of school district size with twelve
unsatisfactory performers identified as illustrated 1n Table 1S.

Insert Table 15 About Here

Eleven or the districts were class1f1ed as unit whHe only one or
the districts was labeled as elementary. All twelve districts
classified themselves as rural. The unsatisfactory performers
included grade and subject levels from a second grade teacher to
a Hbrary worker with a range of experience from three years in
the district to a total of twenty-six years of teaching experience.
As tncluded in Table 1s . eight or the twelve unsatisfactory
performers were 1dent1f1ed 1n 1988. Plann1ng/organizat1on (9),
instructional methods (8), and classroom management (9) were
the most often cited areas of deficiencies. (see Table 15).
As indicated 1n Table 16, six of the districts utilized four
summat1ve evaluations conducted on a quarterly basis during the
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year of remed1at1on.

Insert Tab le 16 About Here

Districts or this size tdenttrted that ror three or the
unsatisfactory performers, the remedtatlon plans were sttl I In
progress while four of the indlvtduals fatted to Improve. One
teacher resigned before remedlatlon white three resigned before

board action to dismiss and one retired. One unsatisfactory
performer was granted a two year unpaid leave before retirement.
One was dismissed without having a hearing. (see Table 16).
As shown In Table 17, the source of the consultant teacher in
four of the districts was the State Board of Education. Seven of
the districts stated the criteria for the selection of the
consultant teacher was expertise in the area of deficiencies. The
most often Identified evaluator was the principal although the
super1ntendent was 1dent1f1ed by eight districts as having been at
least one of the evaluators of the unsatisfactory performer.
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Insert Table I 7 About Here

Five of the responding districts reported no union role in the
remediatton process as illustrated 1n Table 18. One of the
districts reported a ULP <unfair tabor practtce> while in one the
union assisted In negotiating a retirement agreement. Ten or the
twelve districts were afftllated with the IEA/NEA.

Insert Tab1e 18 About Here

Districts or 60 I - I OOO students
Ten school dtstrtcts of this size responded to the survey as
having Identified fourteen unsatisfactory performers as shown in
Table I 9. Of the ten districts Identified from a total of one
hundred nineteen respondents (8.4X)JI five were classified as
elementary districts whlle five were labeled as unit. Six of the
ten Identified themselves as rural areas while four were
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suburban.

Insert Tab le 19 About Here

Eight of the fourteen unsatisfactory performers were
classified as elementary teachers, two as junior high, and one
was labeled as a combination junior/senior high Instructor.
Three of the unsatisfactory performers were listed strictly by
by subject area not grade level. The range of teaching experience
indicated as few as three years of experience In the district to a
total of thirty- six years of teaching time. <see Table 19)
Areas of unsatisfactory behavlor Included:
plann1ng/organ1zatlon <12), 1nstruct1onal methods< 1J), and
classroom management <10). S1x or the fourteen unsat1sfactory
performers were 1dent1f1ed 1n 1988 wh11e five were 1abe1ed 1n
1987. <see Tab I e 19l
Table 20 listed the outcome of remedlatlon In districts of
601 - 1OOO students. It was Indicated that remed1atlon had ended
for four of the unsatisfactory performers, four plans were still
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1n progress, four successfully completed remed1at1on, and four
fa11ed to 1mprove. Two of the unsat1sfactory performers res1gned
prior to remed1at1on. One res1gned before board act1on to
remediate whtle one ret1red after board act1on to remediate.
One unsat1sfactory performer res1gned before board action to
dismiss wh11e one was dismissed w1thout holding a hearing.

Insert Table 20 About Here

Table 20 also 1llustrated the number or summatlve evaluat1ons
conducted dur1ng the year or remed1at1on. F1ve or the school
d1str1cts 1nd1cated that four summat1ve evaluations were held
during the remedlat1on period with eight or the districts
conducting evaluat1ons on a quarterly bas1s.
The source of the consultant teachers was the State Board of
Education CS) or from lists provtded by the bargatntng unit as
reported in Table 21. The criteria for se1ect1on included
expertise 1n the area(s) of def1c1enc1es as well as expert1se 1n
the subject matter (4). The evaluators or the unsatisfactory
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performers 1n d1str1cts of th1s s1ze were the bu11d1ng pr1nc1pa1s.

Insert Table 21 About Here

It was 1nd1cated through the surveys that the un1ons 1n the
d1str1cts of 601-1000 students d1d not play a role 1n the
remed1at1on process as shown 1n Table 22. Only two of the un1on
groups reported any type or support for the unsat1sfactory
performer. N1ne or the d1str1cts 1nd1cated aff111at1on w1th the
IEA/NEA.

Insert Tab le 22 About Here

Districts or I oo I - 2000 students
Twenty-seven school districts or the hundred forty
respondents Cl 9.21) were Included In thts category as t llustrated
In Table 23.

or

the twenty- seven districts, fifteen were labeled

as unit districts, ten were Identified as elementary, and two
were high school d1strlcts. The districts were classtrled as rural
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<12) and suburban< 13) wh11e two were 1dent1f1ed as belong1ng to
urban areas.

Insert Table 23 About Here

Thirty- three unsatisfactory performers were indicated by the
surveys.

or

the thirty-three, thirteen were classtrled as

elementary, five were labeled as junior high, and f lve from high
school. The remaining ten were not Identified as belonging to a
particular I eve I. The unsattsf actory performers ranged from a
kindergarten teacher to a library/media spectal1st. The years of
experience of the Identified unsatisfactory performers varied
from seven years In the district to a total or twenty- eight. The
areas of deficiencies 1ncluded classroom management (27),
1nstruct1ona1 methods (26), and plann1ng/organ1zation (24).
Th1rteen of the unsat1sfactory performers were 1dent1f1ed In
1986 wh11e th1rteen were also labeled 1n 1987. (see Table 23)
Table 24 has included the outcome or remed1at1on 1n d1str1cts
of 1001 - 2000 students. Twelve or the th1rty- three
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unsatisfactory performers successfully completed remediation.
Eleven fa11ed to 1mprove w1th remed1at1on. Two or the
unsatisfactory retired before board act1on to d1sm1ss wh11e four
res1gned before board act1on to d1sm1ss. One unsat1sfactory
performer res1gned after board act1on to d1sm1ss. One 1nd1v1dua1
retired and one ret1red w1th 1ncent1ves. One unsatisfactory
performer ret1red before remed1at1on and one teacher accepted a
board buyout and ret1red. One unsat1sfactory p performer was
d1sm1ssed w1thout a hear1ng wh11e one was d1sm1ssed w1th a
heartng held 1n wh1ch the board dec1s1on was upheld. It was
indicated one dismi ssal was in progress w1th an additional
unsatisfactory performer be1ng d1sm1ssed at the end of the 198889 schoo1 year.

Insert Tab le 24 About Here

Fifteen of the districts responded that four summattve
evaluations were conducted wtth sixteen of the districts
indtcattng that the evaluations were conducted on a quarterly
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basis. One d1str1ct 1nd1cated that e1ghteen evaluations were
completed dur1ng the year or remed1at1on. <see Table 24)
The source of the consultant teachers 1ncluded the State
Board or Educat1on <10) and 11sts prov1ded by the barga1n1ng
un1ons as 111ustrated 1n Table 25. The cr1ter1a for the select1on
of consultant teachers 1nc1uded expert1se 1n subject areas <19)
w1th fourteen w1th expert1se in subject matter. The evaluator of
the unsatisfactory performers 1n the twenty- seven d1str1cts was
most often the pr1nclpal w1th four of the d1str1cts Identifying the
superintendent as at least one of the evaluators.

Insert Table 25 About Here

Un1on arf11tatlon or d1str1cts or th1s s1ze 1ncluded in Table
26 1nd1cated n1neteen were represented by IEA/NEA. Seven of the
districts reported IFTI AFT as the1r union organ1zat1on. Eleven or
the districts stated that the unions did not play any role 1n the
remed1at1on process. Several of the district off1cials reported
that the union supported the unsatisfactory teachers in assuring
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that due process was afforded to the unsat1sfactory performers
or that the un1on helped to select the consultant teacher.

Insert Table 26 About Here

01str1cts or 2001-4000 students
Ntneteen or the seventy-stx dtstr1cts tn th1s category C25X)
responded to the survey as having 1denttf1ed one or more
unsatisfactory performers. As 111ustrated 1n Table 27, e1ght of
the nineteen d1str1cts were classtfted as elementary wh11e s1x
were labeled as h1gh school d1str1cts and f1ve as units. Of the
nineteen districts, seventeen were labeled as suburban. Thirtyrour unsattsfactorv performers were 1dent1f1ed 1n d1str1cts of
this s1ze.

Insert Table 27 About Here

The unsatisfactory performers were round tn all levels from
elementary to high school tncludtng general subject areas tn
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wh1ch the levels were not 1nd1cated. For f1ve or the
unsat1sfactory performers, ne1ther subject areas or grade levels
were 1dent1f1ed. Seven were labeled as elementary, four as
m1ddle school/ jun1or h1gh, and four were spec1f1ca11y 1dent1f1ed
as h1gh school w1th one labeled as a comb1nat1on junior hlgh/h1gh
school instructor. (see Table 27)
The years of teaching experience of the unsatisfactory
perrormers ranged rrom four years tn the district to a total or
thlrty-f lve years of teaching experience. Sixteen of the
unsatisfactory performers were Identified In 1987 while el even
were reported in 1988. <see Table 27)
The outcome of remedtatton tn districts of 2001 - 4000
students has been included tn Table 28. Of the thirty-four
unsatisfactory performers, eight successfully completed
remedlatlon and nine were In the process of completton. Sixteen
failed to improve. Two of the unsatisfactory performers chose to
chose to resign before remediatton. Four resigned before board
action to dismiss while nine retired before board action to
dismiss. One was dismissed whlle the dismissal proceedings
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were in progress for one unsat1sfactory performer. It was
indicated that one unsausractory performer ret1red and one
resigned whHe one ret1re after board act1on to d1sm1ss. Two

Insert Table 28 About Here

of the unsausractory performers were placed on d1sab111ty.
Ten or the d1str1cts reported that four evaluations
evaluat1ons were conducted during the year of remed1at1on. These
evaluations were completed on a quarterly basis <13). <see Table
28)
The source or the consultant teachers was the 11st provided
by the bargaining unit In eleven districts whlle It was the
evaluator·s choice In six or the districts as reported In Table 29.

Insert Tab le 29 About Here

The criteria for selectton or the consultant teacher was expertise
In sub Ject matter <12) and as Indicated by eight or the districts
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as expert1se 1n areas of def1c1enc1es. The evaluator 1n the
d1str1cts of th1s s1ze was 1denttf1ed as the pr1nc1pa1 <18). <see
Table 29).
Table JO has Included that nine or the respondent districts
Indicated afflllattons w1th IFTI AFT while eight were associated
with IEA/NEA. Six of the district officials stated that the union
did not play any role In the remedlatlon or dtsmtssal process.
Four of the union groups supported the teacher. Other roles of the
union included the encouragement of one of the teachers to
resign, sitting In on the evaluation conference, and advisory
functions.

Insert Table JO About Here

Districts or 400 J- 1o.ooo students
Fifteen or the thirty- two districts to this category (46.8X}
identtf led twenty- six unsatisfactory performers as shown In
Table JI . Six or the fifteen districts were classtrled as unit
while five were elementary districts and four Identified as high
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school. E1ght d1str1cts were 1abe1ed as suburban and seven as
urban areas.

Insert Tab 1e 31 About Here

Of the twenty- six unsatisfactory performers. eight were
ldenttrled spectrlcally as elementary. Four of the performers
were labeled as middle school/ Junior high and two were Indicated
to be high school teachers. The remaining unsatisfactory
performers were not classtfled as to grade level. The years of
teaching experience for the unsatisfactory performers ranged
from nine years In the district to a total or thirty-one years or
teaching experience. In I 987 eleven of the unsatisfactory
performers were Identified whtle only five were labeled as such
In 1988. The areas of deficiencies Included: Instructional
methods (22), classroom management< 18), and
planntng/organlzaUon <16). <see Table J 1>
During remediatton, eleven of the districts Indicated that
four summattve evaluations were conducted during the year of
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remed1ation. Fourteen d1strtcts 1nd1cated that these evaluations
were conducted quarterly as 1ncluded 1n Table 32.

Insert Table 32 About Here

Five of the unsatlsfactory performers successfully
completed remed1at1on wh11e twelve ra11ed to 1mprove. Two of
the unsatisfactory performers res1gned pr1or to the beg1nn1ng of
the remed1ation process. S1x res1gned before board act1on to
d1sm1ss and three ret1red before board act1on to d1sm1ss. Seven
remed1at1on plans were st111 1n progress. One d1sm1ssa1 took
place w1th a hear1ng held and the board dec1s1on upheld wh11e one
dtsm1ssal was tn progress. In one case, the evaluat1on was
removed for one year as a result of a gr1evance. <see Table 32)
Table 33 has reported that consultant teachers from
districts or this size were selected from the list supplied by the
bargatntng untt as indicated by eleven of the respondents. Three
or the d1str1cts tndtcated that the consultant teacher was the
evaluator·s cho1ce wh11e one tndtcated that local teachers
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volunteered and were accepted as consultant teachers. Eleven of

Insert Table 33 About Here

the dtstrlcts Indicated the selection was made on the basts of
expertise In the areas of deftctenctes whtle etght were chosen on
the basis of expertise 1n subject matter. The evaluator 1n twelve
of the d1strtcts was the principal wht1e the ass1stant principal
was ldenttfled as at least one or the evaluators by three of the
districts.
Table 34 Indicated eleven of the districts reported
affiliation with IEA/NEA and four as IFTI AFT. Six or the
districts stated that the union did not play any role while two
supported the teacher. In other cases the union provided
procedural support and assisted In explalnlng and Interpreting the
improvement plan.

Insert Table 34 About Here
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Districts of Over 10,000 students
Seven of the n1ne d1str1cts 1n th1s category (77. 7X) 1nd1cated
the 1dent1f1cat1on of one or more unsat1sfactory performers. A
total or e1ghty- two unsaUsfactory performers were tdenttf1ed as
111ustrated 1n Table JS.

or the seven d1strtcts, four were

reported as un1t and two each as h1gh school and elementary.

Insert Table JS About Here

Four of the d1str1cts were labeled as suburban and two as urban
areas.
Eighty- two or the unsatisfactory performers were found
among elementary, junior high, and high school. Forty- five were
labeled as elementary/primary, two as Junior high, and twenty
were speclrtcally Indicated to be high school teachers. The
remaining unsatisfactory performers were not tdentUled In terms
of grade level, and seven were not reported by grade level or
subject area. The years or experience ranged from three years In
the district to a total or thirty- two years of teaching experience.
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<see Table 35)
Areas of deficiencies identified In the districts over I 0,000
included: classroom management (70), instructional methods
(64), and planning/organization (57). School - community
relationships was another area identified as being unsatisfactory
for s1xteen or the unsatisfactory performers. <see Table 35)
Two of the unsat1sfactory performers were tdent1f1ed 1n 1986.
three 1n 1987. and f1fty- e1ght 1n 1988. Eleven have been
identif1ed as unsat1sfactory s1nce January 1989. <see Table 35)
Table 36 has indicated the outcomes or the unsatisfactory
performers in districts of over 1o.ooo students. Ftve of the

Insert Table 36 About Here

unsatisfactory performers successfu11y completed remedtation
while eight failed to improve. Sixty-one remedtatton plans have
yet to be completed. Five dismissal proceedings are In progress
while one dismissal Is under appeal by the teacher. Three
unsatisfactory performers retired before board action to d1sm1ss
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wh11e three resigned after board act1on to dismiss.
Al I seven districts In this category conducted four
evaluations on a quarterly basis. <see Table 36).
The consultant teachers as ltsted In Table 37 were
determined by the list supplied by the bargaining unit. The
criteria for select1on Included expertise In subject matter (7).
The prlnclpal was the evaluator In the districts or over 10,000.

Insert Table 37 About Here

Table 38 recorded that f1ve of the districts identtfied
IEA/NEA as their union aff111at1on while two indicated IFTI AFT.
Five or the districts reported that the union did not play any role
1n the remediation process wh1 le In two districts the union
supported the teacher. The support Included ldent1r1cat1on or the
consultant teacher.

Insert Table 38 About Here
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Chapter 5
Summary, F1nd1ngs, Conc1us1ons, and Recommendat1ons
Summary
Article 24A or the 1S.c. was Intended to Improve Instruction
by providing a means to Identify unsatisfactory performers,
giving them a chance to remedlate, and If not successful, the
procedures by which to dismiss. The purpose of this study was to
determine the impact of Article 24A since Its enactment three
years ago. The Impact was to be determined by the responses
provided by the school districts In the State or llllnols through
means of the survey developed which requested Information on the
unsatisfactory performers In the areas of grade level and subject
area, years or experience, and year of unsatisfactory rating. In
addition, the survey asked for the areas or unsatisfactory
performances to be Indicated. The survey also sollclted the
outcome or the unsatisfactory rating. Responses Indicated
whether the unsatisfactory performer retired or resigned prior to
or after board action to dismiss; whether he/she remedlated
successfully, or whether the unsatisfactory performer was
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dismissed. If dismissal occurred, information was asked as to
whether a hearing was held and if the board dec1sion to dism1ss
was upheld by the hear1ng officer. The survey also provided the
opportun1ty for d1str1ct off1c1als to respond w1th other poss1ble
outcomes such as whether the unsatisfactory performer was 1n
the process of remed1at1on or d1smissal proceed1ngs or whether
the unsat1sfactory performer res1gned or ret1red prior to the
beginning of the remedtat1on process.
The survey also included information on the tttle of the
evaluator, source of the consultant teacher, and criteria for the
selection of the consultant teacher. The number and frequency of
evaluations during the remedlatlon period were also solicited in
the survey.
The survey also Intended to provide Information on
unsatisfactory performers and to determine the characterlsttcs
of unsatisfactory performers as according to district size, type,
and classlficatton. The study also Intended to determine the
unton role In the remedlatlon process of the unsatisfactory
performer. The perceptions of the district ofrtclals In terms of
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Art1cle 24A and its 1mpact on the 1mprovement of 1nstructton v1a
the evaluation of the unsatisfactory performer was also part of
the study.
F1nd1ogs
Valuable data was gathered from the surveys. The surveys
tndtcated that 16X of the responding school dtstrtcts <100 of the
622 respondents> 1dent1f1ed one or more unsatisfactory
performers. The two hundred eleven unsat1sfactory performers
reported by the respondents was a larger number than ant1c1pated
by the researcher. The smaller number of unsatisfactory
performers were 1nd1cated by the smaller d1str1cts <1o, 12, 14)
rather than the larger d1stricts.
Exam1nat1on or the data concluded that the unsat1sractory
performer was typ1cally an elementary teacher wnh 15.4 years of
experience w1thln the district and 18. 7 total years or teaching
exper1ence (this d1d not 1nclude the total years or experience of
the unsatisfactory performers from the Ch1cago school district>.
<see Table 3). The unsat1sfactory performer was judged as
def1c1ent 1n one or more or the fo11ow1ng areas:
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planning/organ1zat1on. classroom management. and instructional
methods. The total number or unsat1sfactory performers has
increased each year slnce the 1ncept1on of Article 24A as part of
the .l.SC and as school d1str1cts 1n the State have fully ut111zed
their evaluat1on plans.
The study round that most d1str1cts us1ng consultant teachers
selected them from the ltst provided by the bargaining units and
were selected because or expertise In subject matter and/or the
area<s> of deficiency. The evaluator judging the unsatisfactory
performer was the prtnclpal as the principal has been the
administrator most often responsible for evaluation In each
but I ding.
The number and frequency of evaluations followed the State
gu1detlnes as established In Arttcle 24A according to the f1ndtngs
or the study. The largest number or respondents Indicated four
summatlve evaluations were conducted during the year of
remed1at1on wh1ch resulted 1n one evaluat1on completed every
quarter.
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It was 1nd1cated the largest number or unsat1sfactory
performers are still 1n the process of remed1at1on (92) s1nce
most of the unsatisfactory labels were ass1gned 1n 1988. Eleven
of the two hundred eleven unsat1sfactory performers were
actually dismissed accord1ng to the surveys. One of the
d1sm1ssa1s was under appeal by the teacher. E1ght d1sm1ssal
proceed1ngs were 1n progress and two d1sm1ssa1s were pend1ng.
Forty or the unsatisfactory performers e1ther res1gned or ret1red
pr1or to d1sm1ssal and e1ght d1d so before the onset of the
remed1at1on process. Very few actually reached the stage of
d1sm1ssal before choos1ng to res1gn from the d1str1ct or ret1re
from the proress1on. Th1s seemed to 1nd1cate that most
unsat1sfactory performers were unw1ll1ng to allow the
proceed1ngs to reach the d1sm1ssal stage.
The largest number of d1str1cts reported aff111at1on with
IEA/NEA and 1n forty- four or the d1strtcts w1th one or more
unsatisfactory performers,, the union affiliate did not play a role
in the remediation and/or dismissal process. The districts where
support was given by the union was token support at best.
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In rev1ew1ng the data by d1str1ct s1ze, several d1fferences
among the s1zes or d1str1cts were noted. The number or
unsat1sfactory performers tncreased w1th the 1ncrease 1n d1str1ct
stze. Th1s 1s because larger d1str1cts tend to have more teachers.
The smaller d1str1cts tend to have more involvement of the State
Board of Educat1on or other personnel outside or the d1strict in
provi ding the consultant teacher and evaluator. Th1s tndicated
that smaller school districts slmply do not have the necessary
expert1se to handle the remed1at1on process.
In districts of 1OOO students or less. only three of the thirtys1x unsat1sfactory performers were d1sm1ssed. The tendency in
the smaller distr1cts was for the unsat1sfactory performer to
etther successfully complete the remedtatton plan or to restgn or
ret1re prior to d1sm1ssal. Although there were not many
dtsmtssals Indicated In the larger districts, tt was lnd1cated that
more dismissals proceedtngs had occurred 1n districts over
10,000 students. In terms of other s1gn1f1cant differences among
district sizes, these were not ev1dent from data gathered through
the survey.
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Perceptions of respondent administrators were included in
the survey as to what changes. 1f any. Article 24A has had on
teaching behaviors and instruction. These perceptions have been
included in Appendix D. The responses by district administrators
who had one or more unsat1sfactory performers have been shown
in parentheses in Appendix D. Forty of the district officials with
unsat1sfactory performers indicated no noticeable change in
teacher behaviors or instruction since Article 24A. Two hundred
seventy- four districts without unsatisfactory performers also
responded that there was no noticeable change. Of the changes
reported, district administrators w1th unsatisfactory performer s
indicated that there was <1) better planning on the part of the
teachers. (2) more teacher attention to planning. (3) a more
serious attitude by teachers about instruction. and (4) increased
teacher's efforts to change instruction. These areas were also
reported by dtstrict officials who did not 1denttfy any
unsatisfactory performers. Additional comments were given by
district officials which can be found as a part of Appendix E.
Overall, the comments revealed few changes other than increased
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anxiety on the part of teachers about the evaluat1on process and
Increased paperwork for the admtntstrators. These comments
reflected various perceptions and attitudes of responding
administrators.
The f tndtngs did Indicate that Article 24A has created a
process not previously followed tn many districts In terms of the
bi - annual evaluation. The procedure created by Arttcle 24A or the

J.Sc. has prompted the judgment of at least two hundred eleven as
unsatisfactory performers In the past three years with the
Indication of a continued Increase In the number of unsatisfactory
performers as more years of history are added to the evaluation
process and Article 24A.
Cone Ius ions
The evidence presented by the surveys indicated a
proportionally large number of elementary teachers labeled as
unsatisfactory as compared to secondary. This conclusion could
be based on the larger percentage of elementary teachers as
compared to secondary. This could also account for the low
number of performers judged as unsatisfactory In the area of
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competency 1n subject matter and the h1gher numbers 1n the areas
of planning/organization. classroom management. and
1nstruct1ona1 methods. Th1s 1s based on the concept that
elementary teachers are education genera11sts rather than
spec1a11sts wh11e secondary teachers are cons1dered spec1a11sts
because they teach one or two subjects. There were also a
number or unsat1sractory performers 1n the areas or Hbrary,
media, social work, counse11ng/gu1dance. and special education.
It was qu1te 11ke1y that evaluation plans were not developed to
specifically make judgments on the unsatisfactory behavtors of
these categories of performers.
The unsatisfactory performers were round among veteran
teachers with 10.2 years In the district being the fewest years of
experience among d1str1ct s1ze Oess than 300) w1th twenty- two
years of total teach1ng exper1ence C1n d1str1cts of 1001-2000)
be1ng the largest number or years or exper1ence. The judgment or
unsat1sfactory performers with the greatest number of years of
teaching experience indicated the need for the procedures
establ1shed by Art1cle 24A 1n order to improve 1nstruct1on. While
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the unsatisfactory performers may not have been d1sm1ssed, the
unsatisfactory rat1ng and subsequent remed1at1on process placed
the unsat1sfactory performers 1n pos1t1ons to make dec1s1ons to
retire or res1gn. The process established by Article 24A w111
cont1nue to 1nf1uence the action of unsatisfactory performers.
The retat1ve1y low number of d1sm1ssa1s ( 11 out of 211 >were
1nd1cat1ve of the tendency of the unsat1sfactory performers to
ret1re or res1gn e1ther prior to remed1at1on or at least prior to
dism1ssa1 by the d1str1ct boards of education. Th1s also explains
why only eleven of the districts tndtcated unton support or the
teachers judged unsatisfactory.
At this point In the history of Article 24A, districts have
followed closely the procedures In the selection and criteria of
the consultant teacher as well as the number and frequency or
evaluations during the year or remedtatton.
Whtie the administrators who responded to the survey did not
report a substantial change in the teach1ng behav1ors or
1nstruct1on, more changes wt11 be 1nd1cated as Article 24A
continues to have an 1mpact on 1nstruct1on 1n 11Hno1s. In three
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years of history. Article 24A has impacted 1nstruct1on 1n terms
of the number of unsatisfactory performers Identified and the
subsequent Improvement or the unsatisfactory performers through
remedtatlon or through the voluntary resignation or retirement of
the unsatisfactory teachers who failed to Improve. Teacher
evaluation as Influenced by Article 24A wlll continue to be a
critical Issue in education In Illinois.
Recommendations
Article 24A was Introduced with the intention of the
improvement of instruction either through the dismissal of
unsatisfactory performers or by the improvement of the teaching
performance of the Individual labeled as unsatisfactory. Since
the Intention or Article 24A has been clarlf1ed by the requirement
or the development or summatlve evaluation plans by each
district. school districts must continually strive to Improve the
process of evaluation and remedtatlon.
The evaluation process must provide the proper means of
remedtation with a consultant teacher with the intention or
helping the unsatisfactory performer Improve. The evaluation
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process must also be such as to encourage the unsatisfactory
performer who rans to successfully complete remed1at1on to
elther resign or ret1re with the d1strict provided the opportunity
to d1smtss as necessary. D1str1cts must continue to rev1ew the
procedures ut111zed to ensure that 1t meets the needs or the
d1strlct In providing the best poss1ble lnstruct1on.
The State must also be alert to the evaluat1on process used 1n
school districts and promote changes that will provide
improvement of 1nstruct1on as well as procedures to effectively
evaluate and remediate staff. Art1cle 24A has been a relatively
new addition to the .l.Sk Further lnvest1gat1on should be
completed on the impact of Art1cle 24A on the evaluat1on of the
unsatisfactory performer. the remediat1on process. and the
subsequent improvement of lnstruct1on. or the removal of the
unsatisfactory performer from his/her position. Additional
surveys or questionnaires should be developed to sol1ctt further
1nformat1on on the Impact of Art1cle 24A. Case studies on
unsatisfactory performers would provide an In- depth exam1nat1on
of the evaluat1on process and use of remed1atlon as well as the
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d1sm1ssal proceed1ngs utilized 1n spec1fic d1str1cts.
Upon completion of the study, the researcher noted one major
omission in the survey which should be corrected in future
studies. The largest number of teachers rated unsatisfactory
chose to retire or resign sometime prior to actual dlsmlssaJ.
How many made that choice prior to being rated unsatisfactory?

Specifically, how many chose to resign or retire after the post
observation conference but before a formal rating of
unsat 1sfactory was g1ven should be stud1ed.
The Illinois State Board of Education should be interested in
such a study of the impact or Article 24A. Perhaps the
encouragement or that office would promote further Investigation
of this Issue. It ts unlikely that Article 24A wi11 be eliminated
in the near future; therefore, an errort should be made to ensure
its effect1veness in promoting good instruction In the State of

Illinois.
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Table 1

Closslftcotton of SUryev RISDOlldents by District Size. Jyoe. ond Areo
School District Size

Type of District

Area Closstf1cotlon

Less thon 300 - 113

High School - 83

Rurol - 397

301 - 600 - 133

Ele•entary - 233

Urban - 30

601-1 OOO - 119

Unit - 305

SUburban - 192

1001 - 2000 - 140
2001 - 4000 - 26
4001 - 10,000 - 32

over 10.000 - 9
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Table 2
Number of Unsotlsfoctory Performers by District Size
District Size

Number of Unsotlsfoctory Performers

Less than 300

1O

30f-600

12

601 - 1000

14

1001-2000

33

2001-4000

34

4000- I 0 ,OOO

26

Over 10,000

82
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Table 3
Unsattsfactorv oerformers bv arode level. subject area
Elementary

High School

Other

Ktnderoarten (2) Junior High Band ( I )

History (I)

Moth ( 4)

Grade 2 (6)

Jr/Sr. High Music (2)

Soc. Stu/6utdlnce( I ) Art ( 2)

Grade 3 (5)

Jr. Htgh English ( I )

Counselor ( 3)

English (S)

Grade 4 (5)

Jr. High Moth (2)

English (7)

Science (5)

Grades (4)

Jr. High Art (I)

Business (2)

Music (I)

Grode 6 (7)

Jr. High ( 1)

French/German ( 1 )

Medlo (I)

MicldleNunior High

Elementary ( 36) Jr. High Science ( 3)

Sp•ish (2)

PE (2)

Primary ( 10)

Jr./Sr. High Science ( 1)

Guidance/Psych ( 1 )

Reading( 1)

Elem Art (I)

Mlddle Sch. Science ( 1)

Moth (3)

Chopt. 1
Reading ( 1)

Elem. Music (3)

6. 7 Science. Soc. Sci ( 1)

Science ( 1)

Spee. Educ.
(2)

Elem. P.E. ( 2)

Jr. H1gh U brory ( 1)

Physics/Chem. ( 1 )

Home Econ.
(2)

lab Science ( 1 )

library/

El em/H.S. P.E. ( 1) language Arts ( 3)

Med1a ( 1)
Elem. P.E./H.S.
Holle Econ. ( 1)

Jr. High Soc. Studies ( 3)

Biologv ( 3)

District

librarian
( 1)

El•. EMH ( 2)

Jr. H1gta Soc. Studies/
Reeding ( 1)

Physics/Science ( 1) library
Worker
( 1)

(table continues>
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Table 3

Unsatisfactory performers by grolle level. subject oreo
£1ementarv

Middle/Junior High

High School

Other

Pre- School
Special £d. ( 1)

8th grade Reading { 1 )

P.E. { 1)

Social
Worker ( 1)

Elem. BD ( 1)

EMH { 2)

Voc. Music
(1 )

l.D. & 4th grade( 1)

AIJf'iculture (2)

lndus. Ed.(3)

Elem/Kdg. ( 1)

lndus. Arts ( 2)

Mentally
Impaired ( 1)

Ele•. Deaf ( 1)

librarian ( 1)

l.D. Resource
( 1)

Plavground ( 1 )

Drafting (2)

Spec1al Needs
Resource ( 1)

Kindergarten/Chapt. 1 ( 1) - -

Inst. Music ( 1)

SelfContained BO
( 1)

~

Voc. Music ( 1)

Trade
Carpentry ( 1)

Bus. Trng. ( 1)

Remedial
Reading ( 1)

four teen unsatisfactory perfor•ers were not Identified by grade level

and/or subject area.

f:foll... Average yeors of teochtno experience. District- 15.4 yrs. Total - 18. 7 yrs.
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Table 4

Unsatisfactory Derfor11ers lclentlfted areas of unsottsfoctory

Bebovior

Number of performers

Attendance

29

Planntno/OrgantzaUon

152

I nstructtonal Methods

158

Classroom Manage•ent

168

Competency tn Subject Matter

38

Other Unsatisfoctory Behovtors identified:
Personal Appearance
School/Co1111tunity relationships

I
16

Self- control

1

Consistency In dtsctpJtne

1

Preparation

1

Assign Ing Qrades

1

Excessive fat lures

1

Interaction with parents/students
Mental dlsabiltty

2

Physical setting
Communication

1

Poltcies and procedures

1

Breach of ethical conduct

1
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Table 4

Unsattsfoctorv perfor11ers lclenttfted areas of unsottsfoctorv

Other Unsatisfactory Behovlors ldentl(ted:
Fatlure to meet Job description In oeneral

1

Conduct

1

Overall unsatisfactory rating

Insubordt nation

2

Corporal punishment

1

Other unspecified behBviors

2
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Table 5

Selectton of Consultant Teacher by Source oocl Criteria
Source

Number of Districts

Ust Furn1shed by Barga1n1ng Un1t

44

Evaluator·s Choice

19

State Board of Education

25

Other Sources:
Peer teacher designated by board, DdlRinistration

I

Stoff

I

Evaluator and Unsatisfactory teacher agreed

I

Ltst furnished by administration

1

Teachers from local group volunteered

1

Prior to Article 24A

1

Netghbortno district

1

Attornev for Bonrd

1

local University Professor
District choice

1

Criteria for Selectlon
Expertise 1n Subject Matter

51

Expertise in Areas of Deficiency

57

(table continues)
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Table 5

Selection of Consultant Teacher by Source and Criteria
Other Criteria for Selection:
State Board

3

Criteria for Selection
AvallabiHty

1

Same job category

1

Teecher·s choice

2

Professional training In peer coaching

1

Considered Master teacher

2

OrgenizaUonal abt11ty. t11parttal. fatr. honest

1
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Table 6

The Evoluotor of the Unsatisfactory Performers by Title
Evoluotor

Number of Respondents

Supertntendent

13

Prlnctpal

87

Assistant Prlnctpol

11

Other:
Superintendent/Prtnctpa1

1

College professor/outside evoluotor
Peer teacher

1

Deportment Choir

1

Vocattonal Director

1

Director of £valuation & Educ. Services
Dr. Larry Jones

1

Spectol Education Supervisor
Special Education Director

1

Assistant Superintendent

1
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Table 7
Number and fr8QU8ncy of Evoluottons Conducted Durtnq Rmnedtotton
Number of Summottye EyoJuottons

Number of Respondents

1

6

2

1

3

4

3- 6

1

4

62

6

1

8

3

9

1

12

2

18

1

Freguencv of Eyoluotions
Quarterly

Number of Respondents
71

Monthly

10

Annually

2

Approximately every 6 weeks

1

As needed
£very two weeks

3

Semester

1
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Table 8
Outcome of Remecl1ot1on
Outcome

Number of Resoondents

Remedtatlon has ended

66

Number who successfully completed remedtatton

38

Number failing to Improve

59

Number of remedlation plans In progress

92

Retired pre- board action to dls•tss

21

Resigned pre- board action to dtsm lss

19

Resigned prior to remedlntion

1

Retired before re11edlation

1

Retired post board action to remedtate

1

Retired w Ith board buyout

2

Retired

3

Retired post board action to dismiss

1

Resigned

4

Resigned post board action to dismiss

1

l88Ve without pay for two years until retirement
Placed on dtsablllty

2

Dismissed

4

Dismissed - heartng held

1

Dismissed - hearing held - board decision upheld

2
Ctoble continues>
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Ioble 8
Outcome of RemecUat.1on

Outcome

Number of Respondents

Dismissal proceedings In progress

8

Dismissed - no hearing held

3

Dismissal pending

1

Wtll be dismissed at end of 1988- 89 school year
Dismtssal under appeal by teacher

1

Not recommended for remedtatton

I

Evaluation removed for year as o result of grievance

I

Think tng of leaving now

1

Reversed rouno based on poor tool
Counselor wlll not counsel due to district onnexotton

1

3 rated unsatisfactory but decision reversed by board

1
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Table 9

Yeor of Unsatisfoctory Assignment

lHr.

Number of Respond8nts

1986

36

1987

S2

1988

108
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Table 10
Union Aff111ot1on and Role In Districts with UnsoUsfoctory Performers

Borgotning Unit AffllloUon

Number of Respondents

IEA/NEA

69 ( 430)

lfT /AFT

25 ( 111)

None

4 (65)

UnaffHiated

1 (5)

Note. Numbers in parentheses indicate total number of respondents In that
category.

Union Role in Districts
No

44

Supported

11

Other- See Appendix C
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Table l t
Districts of Less than 300 Students with Unsutisfoctory Performers

1O school districts responded
Type of District

Classification

High School - 1

Rural - 10

Elementary - 3

Urban -0

Unit - 6

Suburban - 0

level. Subject Area

IH.r.

Number of Unsutisfoctory Performers

10

Years of Experience
District

Total

Kindergarten

1986

5

20

Grade 5

1986

7

10

6 .7 Science. Reading

1988

9

20

Jr /Sr. High Science

1987

22

22

H.S. History

1988

3

11

Vocal Music

1987

s

s

Muth

1987

19

21

Chapt. 1 Reading/Spelling

1988

20

21

Di strict Librarian

1988

8

22

(table continues)
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Table 11
Districts of Less then 300 Students with Unsatlsfoctory Performers
Unsatlsfoctory Areas of UnsoUsfoctory Performers
Number
Attendance

1

PJann1nQIOroan1zatton

7

Instructional Methods

7

Unsatisfactory Areas of Unsatlsfactory Performers

MH

Number

Classroom Manngement

8

Competency in Subject Matter

2

Persono1 appearance
Self- control
Consistency to dlsclpllne ,
preparation, esslgned grades,
excessive faUures

1
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Table 12
Di stricts of Less than 300 stuclents
Humber of Summottye Eyoluattons

f reauency

1- 1

Weetly - 0

2- 2

Monthly - 2

4 - 5

Quarterly - 7

12 - I

Other: Teacher took disability

outcome of Ram8d1ot1on
Remedlation has ended - 3
Number of teachers who successfully completed - 3
Number of teachers falltno

to Improve -2

Number of remedtatton p Ions In progress - 2
Retired pre- board action

to dismiss - 2

Resigned - 1
Resigned pre- boerd action

to dismiss- 1

Dismissed- hearing held - 1
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Table 13

Districts of Less tbon 300 students
Source and Criteria for selectton of consultant teocber ond evaluator
Consultant Teacher

Criteria

Source
Ust

- 1

Expertise in Subject Matter - 3

Evaluator·s Choice - 1

Expertise in Areas - 3

State Board - 3

State Board - 2

other ~

Availability - 1

Not used- peer teecher designated by board.
administration - 1
Staff - 1

Superintendent - 2
Principal

- 7

Superintendent/Principal - 1
College Professor/outside evaluator - I

Peer teacher - 1
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Table 14
Districts of Less than 300 stuclents

Borgotnlng Unit Alllllotton

Union Role

IEA/NEA - 7

No role

IFT/AFT - 1

Supported prtnctpal
surface support only.

None - 2

Resigned teacher not member
01sm1ssad teacher supported by
IEA
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Table 15

Districts of 301 - 600 Students With Unsatlsfoctory Peformers
12 school districts responded
Type of District

Closstftcatton

High School - 0

Rural - 12

Ele•entary - I

Urban - O

Untt -

Suburban - 0

I1

Level. SUbJect Area

Number of Unsatisfactory

Performers

12

Years of Experience

District

Il1ll

Grade 2

1988

17

17

Grade 3

1986

8

8

Elementary PE/H.S. Home Econ. 1986

9

16

Jr /Sr. High Music

1988

3

4

Jr. H1gh Social Studies/Reading 1986

8

10

Elementary/H.S. P.E.

1988

20

25

H.S. English

1988

26

26

H.S. Agriculture

1988

6

Sc1ence

1988

8

8

Counseltng

1988

15

22

Home Economics

1988

22

25

Ltbrary worker

Ctable continues)
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Toble 15
Districts of 301-600 Students Wtth Unsatisfoctorv Peformers
Unsotlsfactory Areas of Unsatisfactory Performers

M:H

Number

Attendance

2

Plann1ng/Orgon1zat1on

9

lnstrucUonal Methods

8

Classroom Manegataent

9

Competency in Subject Matter

1

Other:
Conduct

1

Eva1uat1on
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Table 16
Districts of 301 - 600 Stuclents With Unsattsfoctory Peformers
Number of Su111111ottye Eyoluottons

Freguency

2- 2

81-weetly - 1

3- 1

Monthly - 1

4- 6

Quarterly - 6

Outcome of Remed1at1on

Remediat1on has ended - 3
Number of teachers who successfully completed - 0
Number

of teachers failing to i mprove - 4

Number of remediaUon plans in progress - 3
Res1gned - 2
Resigned before remedlotton - 1
Resigned pre- board actton

to dismiss - 1

Retired pre- board actton to dtsm lss - 1
Dismissed -

no hearing held -

1

Reversed rottna based on tool - 1

Counselor wt II not counsel due to district annexation - 1
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Table 17

Districts of 301-600 Students With Unsottsfactorv Performers
Source and criteria for consultant teacher and evaluator
Source

Criteria

list - 3

Experttse in Subject Matter - 3

Evaluator·s Choice - 1

Experttse in Areas - 8

State Board - 4

Other
Local university professor - 1

Evaluator
Superintendent - 7
Principal - 8

Assistant Principal - 1
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Table 18
Districts of 301 - 600 Studlnts Wtth Unsottsfoctory Perfor•ers
Bargaining Unit Affiliation

Union Role

IEA/NEA - 10

No role - 5

IFT I Af T - 1

Supported - I

None - 1

other
Filed ULP - 1
Assisted w1th nagoUaUon of retirement - 1
supported Evaluator ( IEA supported resignation)
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Table 19
Otstrtcts of 601 - 1OOO Stuclents With Unsottsfoctory Performers
1O school d1str1cts responded
Type of Dtstr let

ClossUtcatton

High School - 0

Rural - 6

Elementary - 5

Urban - O

Un tt - S

Suburban - 4

level. Subject Area

Number of Unsatisfactory Performers
14

I-=-

Years of Experience
District

ll1ll

Grade 2

1986

9

Grade 3

1988

23

26

Grade 4

1988

13

13

Grade 4

1987

27

36

Grade 6

1988

16

16

Elementary Art

1988

22

22

El•entary t1us1c

1986

3

3

Elementary BO

1987

17

17

Jr. H1gh/H.S. Soc1al Stud1es

1987

8

20

Jr. High Science

1988

Jr. High

1987

Music

1986

6

6

Physical Education

1987

15

18

12.5

Ctable continues)
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Table 19
Districts of 601-1 OOO Studlnts Wtth Unsottsfoctory Performers
Level. SubJect

Area

Years of Exoerlence
Dtstrtct

Media

1988

Unsatisfactory Areas of Unsatisfactory Pertormers

MB
Attendance

Number
1

PJanning/Organization

12

lnstructtonal Methods

13

Classroom Manage1nent

10

Competency tn Subject Metter

2

15

Itrtll
17
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Table 20

Dtstricts of 601-1 OOO Stuclents With Unsatisfactory Performers

Number of Sum11attve Eyoluottons

freguency

•v - 1

1- 1

Month

2 - 1

Quarterly - 8

3-2
4- S
OUtcome of Remed1at1on
Remed1at1on has ended - 4
Number of teachers who successfu11y completed - 4
Number of teachers failing to improve - 3
Number of remed1at1on plans 1n progress - 4
Resigned prior to re1nediation pIan - 2
Resigned pre- board act1on to remed1ate - 1
Resigned pre- board act1on to dtsm1ss - 1
Ret1red post- board act1on to remed1ate - 1
Dis•tssed - no hearing held
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Table 21
Districts of 601 - 1OOO Studlnts With Unsottsfoctory Performers

Source and criteria of coosultont teacher and evaluator
Consu ltont Teacher

Criteria

Ust - 4

Expertise tn Subject Matter - 4

Evaluator·s Choice - 1

Expertise in Areas - 5

State Board - 5

other:

other:

State Board - 1

Attorney for Board - 1

Master Teecher - 1

Eveluotor
Pr1nc1pal - 9
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Table 22
Districts of 601-1 OOO Stud8nts with Unsatisfactory Performers

8orgolnlng Unit Afftltotlon

Union Role

IEA/NEA - 9

No role - 5

IFT /AFT - 1

Supported - 2
Other:

Conference before starting remediotion
Awaiting OUtCOIRe
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Table 23

Districts of 1oo1 - 2000 Studlnts With Unsottsfoctory Performers

27 school dtstricts responded
Type of District

Classtftcotton

High School - 2

Rural - 12

Elementary - 1O

Urban - 2

Unit - I 5

Suburban - 13

Level. Sublect Area

Number of Unsotlsfoctory Performers

33

Years of Experience

Dtstrtct

Io1l1

Elementary/Pr1mary

1986

12

12

Primary Music

1987

31

31

Primary K-9

1988

28

28

Kindergarten/Chapter 1

1987

19

19

Kindergarten

1987

9

9

K- 5 Music

1986

9

15

Grade 2

1988

25

25

Grade 3

1986

21

21

Grade 4

1987

15

15

Grade 4 and LO

1986

13

13

Grade 5

1986

16

16

Grade 5

1986

16

21

20

20

Grade 6

{tibia coottouesl
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Table 23
Districts of I 001 - 2000 Studlnts With Unsottsfoctory Performers
Level • SUblect Area

lBr.

Years of Exper lance
Dtstrtct

Il1ll

Grade 8 Reed1ng

1986

8

12

Junior High EngHsh

1986

18

18

Grade 7 LanQUaUe Arts

1986

25

26

Juni or High Language Arts

1986

20

22

Junior High Band

1986

15

20

H.S. Social Studtes/Gutdance 1987

25

27

H.S. lab Science

1986

33

33

H.S. Chemistry/Physics

1986

19

19

H.S. Industrial Arts

1987

9

16

H.S. L tbrartan

1987

20

27

Industrial Education

1987

21

21

25

25

lndustrtal Arts
Industrial

1987

16

16

Mathematics

1987

7

7

Math

1987

21

English

1987

"

Self- Contained 80

1987

Remedial Reading

1986

18

17-18

21

18
19- 20

21
Ctablu moUnues)
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Table 23

Distr lets of 1001 - 2000 Stuclents With Unsatisfactory Perfor•ers

Level. SUblect Are

Yers of Experience

IHr.

District

Ia1ll

l ibrery /Madia

1988

17

17

LO Resource

1988

23

26

3 rated unsatisfactory by ministration but dactston reversed by board
Unsatisfactory Areas of Unsatisfactory Perfor•ers
Aam_

Attendence

Nu•ber

2

P lanning/Organtzatton

24

Instructional Methods

26

Classroom Management

27

Competency In Subject Matter

6

Other
Failure to Meet Job Description
in general

1
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Table 21

Districts of 1001-2000 Stuclents With Unsottsfoctorv Perfor11ers
Number of SUmmottye Eyaluottons
2 - 2

freguency
Monthly - 5

4- 15

Quarterly - 16

6- 1

other:

8- 2

Approximately every 2 weeks- 1

9- 1

Every two weeks - 1

18 - 1

Semester - 1

Outcome of RemedioUon
Remediatton has ended - 16

Number of teachers who successfully completed - 12
Number of teachers fa1Hng to 1mprove - 11

Nu11ber of re•ed1aUon plans 1n progress - S
Retired - 1

Retired pre-b.-d action to dls•lss - 1
Retired before remedtatton - 1
Retired with tncenttves - 1

Teacher accepted a board buyout and retired - 1
Remedlatton pIan has been extended for one year - 1

Not recommended for remedtation - 1
Resigned pre- board nct1on to dismiss - 4
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Table 24
Districts of 1001 - 2000 Students With Unsatisfoctory Performers
Outcome of Remedlotton
Restoned post- octton to dls•lss - 1
Dts1ntssal In progress - 1

Dismissed- no hearing held - 1
Dismissed- hearing held- board decision upheld - 1
Wi ll be dls11tssed at the end of the 1988- 89 school year - 1
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Table 25
Districts of 1001-2000 Students With Unsotisfactorv Performers
Source and criteria for r.onsultont teocber ond evaluator
Consultant Teacher
Source

Criteria

Ust - 9

Expertise 1n Subject Matter - 14

Evaluator's Cho1ce - 6

ExperUse 1n Areas - 19

State Board - 10

other:
Netgbbor1ng Dtstr1ct - 1

Evaluator
Super1ntendent- 4
Pr1nc1pe1 - 25
Ass1stant Principal - 2

other:
Speclal Education Supervisor - 1
Special Education Director - I
Assistant Superintendent - 1
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Table 26

Districts of 1001 - 2000 Studlnts With Unsottsfoctory Perfor•ers
Borgo1n1no unn AfftHot1on

Un1on Role

IEA/NEA - 19

No role - 11

IFT/AFT - 7

Supported - 6

None - I

Other:
Wrote letters to boord - 1
Helped with re11ediation plan - 1
Token support- knew teacher was poor - 1
Observer - 1
Provided moral support - 1
Furnished consultant teacher -2
Sought to assure due process, not more - 1
Made certain legal par•eters were followed - 1
Building representative Involvement - 1
Provided no support for teacher - 1
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Table 27
Districts of 2001 - 4000 Students With Uo51ttsfactory Performers

Tyoe of District

Classtftcattoo

High School - 6

Ruro1 - 4

EJementory - 8

Urban -

Unit - 5

Suburban - 17

tevel. Subject Area

Yer.

Number of Uo51Usfoctory Performers

34

Years of Ex per Jenee
Dtstrtct

11111.

1987

18

18

Grade 2 Self- conta1ned 1987

20

24

Grade 4

1987

23

23

Grade 4

1988

22

24

Grade 6

1988

22

23

Grade 6

1988

21

24

Grade 6

1986

22

24

Juntor H'gh Soc. Studies 1987

21

30

Grades 6 - 8 Utng. Arts

1987

18

20

Jr. High Art

1988

17

17

Jr. High Library

1988

10

10

Grade 7 Moth

1987

20

24

Jr ./Sr. H.S. Music

1988

4

Grade 2

4
{table continues}
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Table 27
Districts of 2001 - 4000 Stuclents With Unsotlsfoctory Performers
Level . Subject Area

llllC.

Yeors of Experience
D1str1ct

Io1ll

H.S. French/German

1987

29

31

H.S. Phys1cs/Sc1ence

1986

23

25

H.S. 8us1ness

1987

20

21

H.S. Agriculture

1987

8

24

H.S. EngHsh

1987

25

28

H.S. Eng11sh

1987

17

23

Guidance

1987

18

28

H.S. Spanish

1987

22

32

Science

1987

24

26

Sctence

1986

25

35

Science

1988

18

18

English

1987

21

24

English

1986

25

34

Art

1986

14

17

Special Education

1988

27

29

Specht1 Education

1987

12

12

Three teachers

1988

Two unidentified teachers

{tabII conUou1s}
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Table 27
Districts of 2001 - 1000 Studlnts With Unsottsfactory Performers
Unsatisfactory Areas of Unsatisfactory Performers
~rea

Number

Attendance

2

Planning/Organization

27

Instructional Methods

18

Classroom Management

26

Competency in Subject Matter

3

Breach of Ethical Conduct

1

Mental DisabHity

2

Physical Setting

1

Communication

1

PoHcies and Procedures

1
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Table 28
01strtcts of 2001-1000 Students With Unsottsfoctory Performers

Number of SummaUye EyaJuaUons

Frequency

1- 3

Monthly - 1

3- 1

Quarterly - 13

4 ·- 10

Other:

6 - 1

As needed - 1

8 - 1

Annual - 1 (monthly formative)

Outcome of RemediaUon
Remed1aUon has ended - 21
Number of teachers who successfully completed remediat1on - 8
Number of teachers failing to improve - 16
Number of remediaUon plans in progress - 9
Resigned before remed1at1on - 2
Resigned pre- board act ion to dism tss - 4
Resigned - 1
Retired pre- board action to dismiss - 9
ReUred post- board actton to d1sm1ss - 1
ReUred - 1
Thinttng of leavtng now- remedtatton in progress from 87- 88 evaluatton - 1
Dismissed - 1 Dismissal - in progress or pending - 2
Placed on disability - 2
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Table 29
Districts of 2001-1000 Stuclents With Unsotlsfoctorv Performers

Source and criteria for consultant teocber and evaluator
Consultant Teacher

Source

Criteria

List - 11

Expertise In Subject Hatter - 12

Evaluator·s Choice - 6

Expertise In Areas - 8

State Board of Education - 2 Other:
Other:

Teocher preference - 1

Prior to law - 1

Considered Hoster Teacher - 1

Oroantzatlona1 ablltty, tmparUa1, fajr, honest - 1
Evaluator
Superintendent - 1
Pr1ncipol - 18

Assistant Pr1nc1pal - 1
other:
Director of Evaluation and Educational Services - 1
Dr. Larry Janes - 1
Department

Chatrs - 2
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"fable 30
Districts of 2001-4000 students with Unsatisfoctorv Performers

Baroalnlno Unit Afflllotlon

Union Role

IEA/NEA - 8

No Role - 6

IFT /AFT - 9

Supported - 4

None - 1

Other:

UnaffH1ated Unton - 1

Helped encourage teacher to resign - 1

Sat tn on evaluat1on conference - 1
Token support at su•mative meetings
(supported res1gnat1on) -1

Only to rtghts-un1 - serve very Ineffective

Very pass1ve Advisory - 1

1
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Table 31
Districts of 4001-1 O.OOO Students With Unsotisfoctory Performers
1S school districts responded

Tyoe of District

Clessificotton

High School - 4

Rural -0

Elementary - 5

Urban - 7

Unit - 6

Suburban- 8

Leyel. Subject Area

IHr.

Number of Unsatisfoctory Performers
26

Years of Experience
District

Pre- school special ed.

Total

1987

14

14

Elementary/Kindergarten 1986

16

18

Grade 2

1986

25

27

Grade 3

1987

18

18

Grade 3

1988

20

20

Grade 5

1988

28

29

Grade 6

1987

23

31

Grade 6

1987

10

14

Middle School Science

1986

22

25

Grade 8 Science

1986

24

26

Jr. High Meth

1987

25

25

Grade 8 Social Studies

1986

23

28.S

H.S. Business

1988

17

17

{tabll

coo1im1e~}
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Table 31
Districts of 1001 - 1O.OOO Studlnts With Unsotisfoctory performers

Level. Subject Area

Years of Experience

hie.

District

Iml

H.S. Industrial Arts

1987

26

27

Readtng

1987

14

14

Art

1987

10

10

Science

1986

18

18

Enolish

1988

25

25

English

1987

19

21

Moth

1986

20

20

P.E.

1988

22

31

Social Worker

1987

18

24

Mentally Impalred

1987

1I

11

Special Needs Resource

1986

9

13

2 untdenttfled unsatisfactory performers

Unsatisfactory Areos of Unsotisfoctory Performers
Ara
Attendance

Number
1

Planning/Organization

I6

Instructional Methods

22

Classroom Management

18

Competency in Subject Motter

6

Interaction with Parents/Students 1
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Table 32

Districts of 1001 - 1O.OOO studlnts with Unsottsfoctory Perfor•ers
Number of SU••ottve Eyoluotlons

Freguency

4 - 11

Annually - 1

12 - 1

Approximately every six weeks

Outcome of Remecllatton
RemediaUon has ended - 15

Number of teachers who successfully eo11pleted - 5

Number of teachers failing to improve - 12
Number of remediation plans in progress - 7
Retired pre- boerd action to dismiss - 3
Resigned prior to r•.iiation - 2
Resigned pre- board act1on to d1sm1ss - 6
D1sm1ssed- heer 1ng held- board dec1s1on upheld - 1
Dismissal proceedings to progress - 1

Evaluation r•oved for year as a result of grievance - 1
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Table 33

Districts of 100 I - 1O.OOO stuclents with Unsatisfactory Performers
Source ond criteria of consultant teocber and evoluotor
Consultant Teocher
Source

Crlterto

Ltst - I I

Expertise In Subject Matter - 8

Eva1uator·s Choice - 3

Experttse tn Areas - 11

State Board - 1

other:

other:

Some job category - 1

Evaluator and teacher agreed- 1

Teacher"s choice - 1

list furnished by adm1nistraUon- 1 Professional training in peer coaching - 1
l eachers from locol district volunteered - 1

Evaluator
Super1ntendent -

o

Principal - 12
Assistant Principal - 3
other:
Department Chair - 1
Vocational Director - 1
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Table 34

Districts of 100 I - I O.OOO Students with Unsottsfoctory Perfor•ers
Bor•inlog Unit Afflltotion

Union Role

IEA/NEA - 11

No Role

IFT /AFT - 1

Support - 2

- 6

Other:
Collaboration between union and
mlmlnistration to ensure due process - 1
Provided legal counsel - helped teacher - 1
Union support to cteoree the law requires - 1
In process - representative attended
evaluation sessions - 1
Assisted tn explaining, Interpreting
t1nprove1nent plan - 1
Provided procedural support - 1
Old not create problems with remedtation
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Table 35

Districts of over 1o.OOO Stuctents With Unsottsfoctory Performers
7 school districts responded ( includino Chicago)

Type of District

Clossificotion

Hioh School - 2

Urban - 2

Elementary - 2

SUburban - 4

Number of Unsptisfoctory Performers
82

Unit - 4
Level. Subject Area

Yws of Experience
District

Primary

1988

17

Primary

1988

10

Primary

1988

19

Primary

1988

11

Primary

1989

19

Primary

1989

19

Primary

1989

10

Elementary

1988

19

Elementary

1987

16

Elementary

1988

15

Elementary

1988

10

Elementary

1988

18

£1ementary

1988

17

Ia1ll.

16

(table conttnues>
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Table JS
Districts of Over I O.OOO Students With Uosotisfoctorv Performers
level . Subiect Area

IBr_

Years of Experience

District
Elementary

1988

15

Elementary

1988

22

Elementary

1988

17

Elementary

1988

18

Elementary EMH

1988

8

£1ementary

1988

17

Elementary

1988

19

Elementary

1988

7

Elementary

1988

23

Elementary

1988

31

Elementary

1988

25

Elementary

1988

16

Elementary/Deaf

1988

9

Elementary

1988

23

£1ementary

1988

32

Elementary

1988

17

Elementary

1988

10

Elementary

1988

19

Iml

! table ~nunuesl
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Table 35

Districts of over I O.OOO Stuclents With Unsatisfactory Perfor•ers
Level. Subject Areo

~

Years of Experience
District

Elementary

1988

25

Elementary

1988

18

Elementary

1988

14

Elementary

1988

27

Ele11entary

1988

11

Elementary

1988

15

Elementary

1988

21

Elementary

1988

11

Elementary

1988

5

Elementary

1988

16

Elementary

1988

16

Elementary

1989

17

Elementary

1989

18

Elementary

1989

19

£1ementary/EMH

1989

16

£ lementary/PE

1988

12

Ele11entary/PE

1988

16

Playground

1988

10

h1D.l

( t1bl1 coot1011es}
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Table 35

o

Districts of over I .OOO Stuclents With Unsottsfoctory Performers
Level. Subject Area

Im...

Years of Ex per teoce
District

Total

Grade 7 ~ 8 Science

1988

Jr. H1gh SCience

1986

26

26

H.S. Instrumental Music

1986

3

4

H.S. Vocal Music

1988

13

H.S. English

1988

15

H.S. English

1988

25

H.S. English

1988

15

H.S. Engl tsh

1988

15

H.S. Spanish

1988

32

H.S. Science

1988

20

H.S. 8 iology

1988

5

H.S. 8 iol ogy

1988

15

H.S. Btology

1988

18

H.S. Business Trng.

1988

18

H.S. Drafting

1988

13

H.S. Drafting

1988

20

Trade carpentry

1989

19

<table continues>
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Table 35
Districts of over I O.OOO studlnts with Unsotisfoctory Performers
Level .

SUbJoct Ara

Yeors of Exper tence
District

1crtll

H.S. PE

1988

19

H.S. EMH

1988

15

H.S. EMH

1988

11

H.S. Math

1989

22

H.S. Math

1989

14

H.S. Math

1989

9

Guidance

1987

19

24

Horne Econotn ics

1987

11

11

K- 6 SOC181 Worker

7 un1dent1f1ed unsat1sfoctory performers

Unsatisfactory Areas of Unsatisfactory Performers
Number

Arn
Attendance

20

Planning/Organization

57

Instructional Methods

64

Classroom Management

70

Competency

in Subject Area

21

Ctable continues>
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Table JS
Districts of over I o.OOO stuclents with Unsotlsfoctory Perfor•ers
Unsotisfoctory Areas of Unsatlsfoctory Performers
Area

Humber

Other:
overall unsatisfactory rating
School-Community Relationships
Insubordination
Corporal Punishment

1

16
2

I
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Table 36
Districts of Over 1O.OOO studlnts with Unsottsfoctory Performers
Number of Summotlye Eyoluottons

4- 7

frequency
Quarterly -6

Outcome of Remedtotton
Remedtotton has ended - 4
Number of teachers who successfully completed - 6
Nuntber faH1ng to intprove - 8
Remed1aUon plans in progress - 61
Retired- pre- board action to d1smtss - 3
Resigned pre- board action to dismiss - 3
Dismissal proceedings in progress - 5
Dismissal under appeal by teacher - 1
Betng rev1ewed 1n preparauon for presuspens1on hear1ng. suspens1on. and
dismissal hearing
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Table 37
Districts of over 1O.OOO stud8nts with Unsatisfactory Performers
Source and criteria for consultant teocber ond evaluator

Coosultont Teocber
Source

Criteria

list - s

Expertise 1n Subject Area - 7

Evaluator·s Choice - 1

Expertise in Areas - 3

Other:
01str1ct Choice - 1

Evaluotor
Principal - 7
Assistant Principal - 1
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Table 38
Districts of over 1O.OOO Students with Unsatisfactory Performers

Borggining Unit Affiliation

Union Role

IEA/NEA - 6

No role - 5

IFT/AFT - 2

Support - 2
Other:
Helped Identify consultant teacher - 1
Provided list of consultant teachers - 1

APPENDIX A
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Appendfx A
Coyer....Le..tter tor Survey

Educational Admin1strat1on
Eastern 11Hnois University
211 Buzzard Building

Charleston. 11Hnois 61920
Dear 01str1ct Administrator:

Currently no data base exists to stuctv the impact of Illinois School Code
Article 24A on evaluation practices and more specifically on evaluating teachers
as unsatisfactory. In order to consider improvements in practices or
modfficatlons In the statute and/or rules and regulations governing 24A certain
data is essential and is requested on the enclosed survey. In oddition. one copy of
your evaluation pInn Is needed.
Data obtained will be lcept totally ANONYMOUS and CONFIDENTIAL by the
researchers. The coding response is for follow up only. Each survey should talce
only JS minutes to complete. We wish to request you consider having the
individual( s) who rated the teacher as unsatisfactory complete the instrument ;
however, If this is not feasible, do as you feel is in your best interests.
This survey has received the endorsement of the Illinois Principals Assocation

and the t Jlinois Association of School Administrators.

lho results wHI be published and made ava11able for your use. fven 1f you had no
unsatisfactory teachers. please complete and return the top portion of the survay.
tf you have questions or concerns, please call us at your convenience at ( 217)
581 - 2919. Thank you for your assistance.
Sincerely.
Teresa Lane, Research Assistant
Lorry Jones, Project Director

APPENDIX B
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Appendix B
Survey Form

This survey is intended to gather information concerning teecher evaluation in
11Hno1s and the impact of the unsattsfactory rating and the remediaUon
procedures. If no teechers were evaluated as unsatisfactory 1n your d1str1ct from
1986- 88. please complete only secttons 1. II. Ill. IV. XII . Use 8ddtt1onal paper
U you wish. This survey should be returned by March 15. 1989 to Teresa lane,
Eestern Illinois University. 211 Buzzard Building. Charleston. Illinois 61920.
Thank you!
Response Code: _ _ __
I . School Dtstrict Si ze (number of students)

_

less than 300

_
_
_
_
_
_

301 - 600
601 - 1000
1001 - 2000
2001 - 4000
4001 - 10,000
over 10.000

II. Type of District:
_ _ Htgh School

_ _Elementary
_ _Unit

Ill. Classify your District as to which term best describes It:
_ _Rural

_ _Urban
_

_ Suburban

IV. Bargaining Unit Afftltatton:

_ _ JEA/NEA
_ _ JfT/AFT

_ _,None

_ _Other_ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __

V. The following are to be answered concerning all certified teaching personnel
ev8lu8ted 8S YIL.satisfactory: (If none. proceed to ite• XII):

A. Total number of cert1fied teaching staff rece1v1ng unsatisfactory ratings in
1986- 88: - - - - -
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Appendix B (Con •t)
B. Usl al1 certified staff members rated as unsatisfactory from 1986- 88
by grade level and/or subject aree. yeer of unsat1sfactory rat1ng. and years of
teaching experience (in district as well as total). (Use 8dditional paper if
necessary)
J eaching Experience
liootl./Subject Area
YHL
In District
Io1ll
YI. £valuation Instrument.
Of the number of certified staff rated unsatisfactory. how many were judged
deficient in each of the following areas? (Check broad category).
-~Attendance

_ _Classroom Management

_ _p lanntng/Oroantzntton

_ _Co.mpetency in Subject Matter

_ _ I nstructtonnl Methods

_ _Other - -- -- - -- -

VII. Remediation Plans
_ _ I. How many summattve evaluations ore conducted during the year of

remedtatton?
2. How frequently are summative evaluations conducted during the
year of remedtatton?
_ _ _ Weekly
_ _ _Monthly
_ _ _ Quarterly
_ __ Other (Please Indicate):

VII I. Outcome of remediaUon plans

A. Number of staff rated unsat1sfactory for whom remed1at1on has ended:
1. Number of teachers who successfully completed remediatlon
cycle:_ _ __
2. Number of teachers falling to improve _ __ _ _
3. Of those whose remedtatton pJans were unsuccessfuI , what h1ppened
to those individuals? (Indicate number of teachers for each category).
_ _ Retired
_._ Pre- Board action to dtsmtss
_ Post Board act ton to dtsm tss
_ _.Resigned
_ p re- Board action to dismiss
_ Post 808rd action to dismiss
_ _ Otsmtssed
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Appendix 8 ( Con 't)

__No Hear1ng held
_Hearing Held
__Board Oec1s1on Upheld
_Teacher Appeal Upheld

_

Dismissal under appeal
_

6y Board

_

8yleacher
Proceedings in Progress
Other outcomes not listed (Please expla·i n):

_ _ 01sm1ssu1

B. Number of remediotion plans still in progress: ____

_

IX. Consultant teachers
A. Sourr,e of consultant teachers
I. list furnished by Bargaining Unit _ _ __
2.Evaluator's Choice from Staff _ _ __
3.State Board of Education _ _ _ __
4.0ther (Please explain):_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

8. Criteria for Selection of consulting teachers
1. Expertise in subject matter (major or minor teaching

field) _ _ __

2. Expertise 1n areas where the unsatisfactory teacher was evaluated
deficient ( ie. classroom management): _ _ _ _ _ __
3. Other--- - - - - -- - --

X. Evaluator( s) Please mark title of evaluator who judged teocher( s ) as
unsatlsfactory:
_ Super intendent
__ Principal
_ _Ass1stant Pr1nc1pat
__Other (please Hst by title):
Xl

tJn1on role tn remed18tion

process~

_ _ No role
·--

·Supported 1eooher (Exp lo1n ):

_ _

Other _________

XII . fn your judgment, how has teaching behavior and instruction changed as a result of the
requirements of Article 24? Check all that npply.
_____No noticeable change

_ _ Better planning on t he part of the teachers

f vatont ion
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Appendix B <eon·o
--~Renewed

interest in teaching

--~A more serious attitude by teachers about instructlon
_ __ Greater variety of instructional techniques used
_ __ Improved student test scores (achievement. etc)
_ __ Better teacher attendance
_ __ More professional involvement by teachers in improving district

teachlng
pract1ce

_ __ Increased teachers· effort to change instruction
_____More teacher attention to planning (methods/assessment)
_ _ _Other (please list) _ __ _ __ __ __ __ __ __
_ _ Other ( please h st) - - - -- - - -- - -- - - --

XIII. In your judgment, hos there been any negotive impacts on teaching
hchavior and instruction as a result of the requirements of Article 2 4A? If so,
what are the negattve Impacts observed? (Please be spectf1c)

XIV. Other pertinent Information concerning the evaluation of unsatisfactory
teachers in your District or of the evaluation process tn general:

Please enclose a copy of your District's evaluation instrument for certified

teaching s taft .
Thank you very much for your cooperation in this survey. It is our hope that the
informalion obtained will be invaluable for the evaluation process in Illinois.

APPENDIX C
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Appendix C
Support of Un1on for Unsot1sfoctory Performers
Surface support only
f 11ed ULP

Assisted with negotiation of retirement agreement
Um1ted support
Helped w1th remed1aUon

Wrote letters to board

Observer
Tolcen support - knew teacher was poor
Provided moral support but did not interfere with process
Furnished consultant teacher
Helped tdenttfy consultant teacher
Provtded llst of consultant tenchers
Supported principal

Resigned teocher not member. dism issed teacher not supported by local but IEA
Supported evaluator. 1£A supported resignation
Provided no support to teacher
Made certain legal parameters were followed
Sought to assure due process not more
Bui ldtno representaUve tnvolvement

Evaluat1on
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Appendix C <con't)

Conference held before starting re1nediatton process

AwaiUng outcome
Provided legal counsel- also helped teacher
Union support to the degree the law requires

In process- representative attended evaluation sessions
Assisted in explaining, interprettng improvement plan
Provided procedural support
Oid not create prob Iems w1th remedtaUon

APPENDIX 0
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Appendix D
Percept1ons of Adm1n1strotors on the Impact of Article 24A on

Perceived Change

lnstru~

Number of Respondents

No noticeable change

314 ( 40)

Better pl8nn1ng on the part of the teachers

141 (32)

Renewed interest 1n teaching
A more serious attitude by teachers about 1nstruct1on

29 ( 4)
116 ( 30)

Greater var1ety of 1nstructional techn1ques used

93 ( 16)

Improved student test scores

22 (2)

Better t98Cher attend8nce

22 (6)

More profess1onal involvement by teachers 1n improv1ng
district teaching pracUce
lncr88S8d teachers· effort to change instruction
More teecher attention to planning

102 ( 16)

97 (22)
139 (30)

Other (see follow1ng pages)
Numbers In parentheses Indicate responses by d1str1cts with idenUfied
unS8Usfactory performers.
Additlona1 comments made by district offlclnls with tdent1fied unsat1sfnctory

performers:
Cessation of unethical conduct
Improved appearance
More problems with evaluation
Better evolu8Uon process
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Appendix O ( COn ' t)

Better classroom management
Unable to teH at th1s polnt

Anx1ety on the part of the teachers
Fear of placement on remediaUon
More union procedures to protect teacher
Temporary 1mprovement in classroom management
Better 1nstrucUon by teacher who replaced unsatisfactory teacher
Improved initially
Fee1 threatened
Mnjority of teachers understood unsatisfactory raUng
No change on part

of good teachers

Marginal teacher got a 11ttle more serious and worked harder
Real izatton that something can be done

A very poor teacher resigned

Improvement or termtnatton of poor teachers
Greater awareness of formal evaluatton process
Improved vehicle of eva1uot1on

APPENDIX E
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Appendix E
Survey Comments
QUESTION XII

under other
- Better planning on the part of teachers for the days of announced visits
- The majority of teachers understood why remedtatton of the particular
individual was necessary
- This has been work without a purposel Typical of most the reform
education packagel Stmllar to this questtonnalrel Is there no end to the
QBrbage?
- Improved staff in-service progroms and monngement in the classroom
-Too early to judge
-Has put more teeth In the dls1nlssal process
-More aggressive attitude toward contract
-Classroom management techniques
-More concern reoardtno evaluation procedure
-Our teachers have long been evaluated
-Teachers feel they are receiving •ore •eantnoful evaluation reports
from supervisors. Our plan based on observable behavlors and written
formative and summattve evaluation reports &Ives teachers meaningful
input Into their actual classroom performance. Mutual goal setting
between supervisor and teacher Is viewed by our staff as a definite plus to
our evaluation program
-Temporary improvement in classroom management
- better evaluation process
-Decline In morale over ratings Strained administrative/teacher
relationships over ratings.
- no change on part of good teachers Marginal teachers got a little more
serious and worked harder
- more paper work
- Teachers do a better Job on M. Hunter
-Apprehension on the part of teachers. They still remember A- 160
- More concerned about being evaluated; no hookup yet to staff development
-our teacher evaluation Instrument was In place and has not changed since
Article 24A. It is very effective but has nothing to do with the
Jegtslatton
- We have made great gains here during the past 1O years prior to Article
24A as a result of an Instructional Improvement program we implemented
- Greater concern about performance brought about by the summative
rattna. The prtnclpal's having to give a specific rating bas caused us to
be more honest wtth teachers who are less than excellent. Unfornately
the ratino also caused excellent teachers to become fixnted on the rating
and we have Jost so•e of the instructional l•prov•ent focus we had
previously. On the balance, however. I think we are better off now
- changes not result of Article 24A but strong leadership and follow
through
- Lower teacher morale as a result of ranking system.
- Increased awareness of effective teachtng methods
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- Realtzatlon that something can be done about Incompetent teachers who
are on tenure
- fear of being placed on remedlatlon, more union procedures to protect
teachers
- increased belief that Article 24 was another form of job security
- Increased Interest and participation In Dlstrlct•s staff development
program.
- This ts my nrst year In this district. therefore I do not feel that I can
respond adequately.
- Forced bulldlng principals to do a better Job evaluating.
-Article 24 provides a process which tends to support teachers at the
expense of chHdren. A typical time for processing an unsatisfactory
tenured teacher out of the profession ts two years. Ayear to document
unsatisfactory performance and a year of remedlatlon. This would be
unwortab le in the business wor Id
- Took one whole year to negotiate teacher evaluations.
- Teacher association group defined a job description for teachers and
reinforced the evaluation plan that had been in place before the advent of
Article 24.
- We have alwavs evaluated our teachers so Article 24A did nothing to
really change teaching behavlor and attitude.
- We are involved in a massive staff development program. This has
generated much renewed Interest and behavtor change.
-I do not believe any of the above behavlors/tnstructton changed directly
as a result of Article 24. However, In the past five years our District
has embarked upon many outstanding professional growth and staff
development projects that have Jed to Increases and positive results In
most of the Items listed above.
- Consistent effort to produce an evaluatton plan and rating scale that
produces very little challenge to the teachers to attain exce11ent rating.
Very concerned about receiving a ·satisfactory• rating Instead of
excellent rating.
- Teachers are uncomfortable with excellent , satisfactory. unsatisfactory
rating scale.
- We implemented this approach before SB 730- So I see no difference
- If anything- grade of Unsatisfactory. Satisfactory. etc has slowed teacher
progress. because all expect to be superior.
- Teachers appear to have more empowerment In this area end ettempt to
revise or Incorporate more of the teacher evaluatton system Into the
collectlve baroalnlng agreement.
- Behavior and instruction wns QOOd prior to this requirement.
- Teachers do not like rating systems.
- Teachers are very concerned with remedlatlon/failure.
-Teachers view evaluation not as a means to improve but as a means to be
dismissed.
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QUESTION XII
- More attention to evaluation plan
- More attention to equality of ratings.

- More overall concern about evaluation.
- The D1strict has been working on co.petency tesUng. 1ncreasing
standardized test scores. and meeting other refor• mandates wh1ch we
feel as having a positive i1npact on teacher performance.
- I beHeve ad1ninistr1tors ere less likely to evaluate a teacher as

unsaUsfactory beceuse of the resulUng procedures.
- Concern about the raUng system.
- We've been evaluat1ng for years.
- Some changes but due to overall refor• package not threet of evaluat1on
- Mini1nal awareness of the law due to their interest tn contract language
concerning teacher evaluat1on.
- A readiness to •pitch in' to help • ·ooundlring• tesher.

- Unable to tell at th1s point.
- Dtff1cult to Judge since we Instituted a .-,,-lhenslve staff deYelopment
pruor• athe so1nu tt11u (Hunter, and ASCO t.,.s, TESA, utc)
-No noticeable change In teaching- our teecbers nre et a very high level
prior to l1nplementatlon.
- The ftrst year we rated two teachers excell•t-unt• filed UFLP on basts
that teachers were union officers and edlllntstretl• was att•pttno to
coerce union members to move nav fr• IEA afftltatlon. The chonoe In
the In made the question moot. However. we had to change an records
- - The Labor Relations Board treated us as If we were guilty- all In all, a
terrible experience.
- Our district program for supervision has been In effect well before the
Board Reform Act and Article 24A. The progr• In effect Included al I of
the components of 24A, wtth the exception of the teacher rattno system.
We have added the rating system to our evaluation plan and received a
great deal of resistance from both staff and supervisors.
- feelings of greater teacher professlonaltm.
- More unhappy w1th evaluatton tn general.
- Renewed union effort to bargain evaluation
- Better c IBSSroom management
-A very poor teacher resigned.
- our evaluation plan has stttnulated •ore discussion about teachlno
methods/strateoies. The tmprov••ts noted aboYe are more directly
related to better evaluatton tectmtques of evaluators end qualtty of
In-service and staff develop•ent. Article 24A has plfft/ed a S11all part in
the overall tmprove11ent we have experienced. The 11ost l11portant
variable in l•provlng Instruction Is the qualtty of the evaluation
·process·.
- More/ improved staff development workshops.
- I have been here just 7 months so I can not reelly SllV what changes have
taken place.
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- I presently have very dedicated teachers, SOiie are better than others but
al I rant good or htgher. I do SUQIBSt areas of l•prov•ent which teechers
are appreciative of and use tn their classrOOtRs. Many Umes tenured staff
fall into ruts of Instruction. I use cllnlcal evaluation procedures alono
with Global.
- ilnproved personal appearance
- Teechers feel threatened because they do not see themselves as we see
them
- Improved lnttially- wlll be rated unsatisfactory again this year with
remedtatton
- Greater awareness of for11al evaluation process. l•proved vehicle to
pro1note good Instruction and to dlStalss poor teechers.
- Chanoe has taken place not because of Arttcle 24 but because the quality
of administration In the district has l•proved
-Better Instruction by the t81Cher who replaced the teacher rated
·unsatisfactory•
- More teacher Interest in negotiating evaluation plans
- Article 24A has •ada deellno with tenured staff •ore dlfftcult. our
district has hed a well developed eveluatton plan for SOMe tl•e. By
controlllnQ the supply of consulttno teachers, the unton can Insure the
act has mtnl•al effect
- We have always evaluated our new teecbers twice per year for the lst two
years and our tenured teachers once every two years
- No Impact- Day to day leadership In Instruction •ust exist In a school
before learntno wtll Improved for students. A •andete wtll not lnstlll
this value Into a poor system and good systems cton•t need It
QUESTION XI 11

NE6AIIYE IMPACIS
- Teachers feel less threatened
-The act of judging behavtor, as required by evaluation, versus the act of
helping to establish a colleghtl, supportive, collaborative cll•ate to
Improve teaching behavlor-Setttng finite criteria for effective and
meaninoful evaluation Is very dlfflcult If not Impossible
- I do not belleve It Is a major Issue. Our evaluatton has •any sections,
therefore you can be unsatisfactory In SOiie areas and not receive an
overall unsatisfactory
- Disagreements over subjectivity of satisfactory. excellent, etc.
- Some teachers will resist change when Initiated by the administration.
This hns eroded teacher moraln and caused problems for the
teacher- prtnct 1al relattonsht 1
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- The Instructional staff are suspect of the purposes of evaluation. Is It
·for11attve· or only really designed to find/Identify fault (su••attve).
- Teacher"s expectation of excellent rattno
- Tenured teachers ere •uch •ore uptight about any unsatisfactory ratings
In any specific even thoulh rated overall as satisfactory. The fear of
being rated overall as unsatisfactory is more apparent now
- Sum11attve rattna caustna excellent teachers to foroet the 1nstructtonal
improvement component
- Unordlnate attention to the rattno syste• as a comparative score
- Teachers are not pleased wtth betng rated
- None observed
- Those who receive excellent w•t to know why they dtdn"t receive a
superior. Grievance filed on this situation. Not resolved to dete
- No negative l•pact

- More restrictive evaluetton resulted because of bergatntna the evaluation
Instrument
- Teacher anxiety levels Increase when they are being evaluated. Some to a
very serious level
- 1. S-e of the undesirable chlractertsttcs of the U.S. Armed Forces
(Appearance for substance, for•altsna, and even, CYA) 2. Perhaps more
adversarial relattonshlps
- Teachers want more control over the evaluatton lnstru•ent
- No negative aspects observed
- Ho negeUve Impact- we have seen little chanQe tn behavtor
- Yes. It has been extre1Rely beneficial to poor teachers and unions. It has
been devastating for students.
- Having to rant teachers has renamed the for11attve thrust or the
district's original plan
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XIII Negative l•pacts
- Teachers are concerned about betna rated sattsfoctory when they feel
thetr efforts are of the excel lent level
-Yes They all want the top rattnQ or feel they have S011ehow failed. Need to
change to 3 steps-Satlsfoctory. Needs l•prov•ent, Unsatisfactory

-The law has no bearinQ; rather the supervisory practices mete the
dtfference. Staff m•bers are sttll anxious about the evaluation process
- The new requlre•ents 11alce It next to l11posslble to fire a staff member.
If Items are put on the evaluation for correction , the district ts ltmtted
to those Ue•s for dlS11lssal, thus If a teacher concentrates on these areas
and lets previously positive areas weaken, a new yam- tl•e clock for
remedtatton must be Initiated. It Is a s•all wonder that the qualtty has
supposedly rlsed to reflect 99.9S of our t..:hers are rated as
satlsfoctory or above

- TenclBd to Increase teacher reltance on unions
-The deep concern by teacher was the develop•ent of the evaluation plan
-our district beQaln Its first r•edlatton plan for a tenured teacher on
t1arch 1O, 1989. It Is for too eer ly In the process to respond to your
question.
- Unnecessary paper work on the part of teachers dotno a good Job
- Teachers are apprehensive about final ranktng. The bottom Jtne Is where
they falls on the final renklnQ. The teachers re•e•ber A- 160 and have
the attitude that •this to shall pass·
- If a prlnclpal Is to assist each teacher's arowth and development, an
arbitrary rattno may destrav the collaborattve relattonshtp and cause

some teachers to reoress
-Project Teach In this district ts a tr•endous asset to change and
Improvement. Unfortunately 2'4A Is a direct opposite philosophy and does
not enhance teacher/adltlntstrattve relations
-Morale Issue due to ratinos- a bit better since superior dropped but stlll
a probl•
- Dtscusstons I've been part of with attorneys have centered on how teacher
dismissal maybe more complicated than those before with new provisions
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- Wanted more administrative t111e, caused wider administrative/teacher
splits and fears over eva1uat1on
- Teachers rated •sattsfactory• often view such a rating as an Insult and

tend to becoMe defensive of the evaluation resuns
-Teachers have been concerned about provldlno the Consultant Role; the
union In particular has not been convinced this Is a role they wish to
support for their ••bers
- Teachers feel threatened- they see It as a negative evaluation Instead of
buHdtnQ a helptRQ relattonshtp
- Yes, staff •embers (weak) know that ter•lnattno ta.. Is now •ore

difficult
- Probably very defensive at first, now accepted
- No, probably t•proved

- The rating of superior had a negative l•pact on the staff
- Probably less unsatisfactory teachlno rating
-In the respects that there are very little ex•ples of growth I'•
concerned about the extraordinary •ount of tl•e eo11•ltted by the
bulldtna prtnctpals to evaluatton. It has also Included •Y Involvement In
•attno chantes to the evaluation prOlf• at teacher's Insistence. It Is
most dtfflcult to get a progr• that the teachers wtll sing off as approved.
t1any hours have been spent sptnnlna wheels
- Increased stress end tension between teachers and the admtntstratton as
result of the su••arv evaluation
- Teachers want to be Involved In drawing up the Instrument to be used
- Prlnclpals cannot be Instructional leaders and su•mattve evaluators.
The two ·hats• are tn conflict.
- Yes- evaluation Is perceived as 1ootlno for negative betNwlor
- Would Sf/If t11pacts have been •ore on the positive rather the negative
stde to dlte
- We had a better tnstru•ent prior to the ·rattna• excellent, good, etc.
This is a step backward. Everyone expects ·excenenr Should be every
three years for experienced staff
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Tendency for teachers being closely scrutinized to look for leoel
loopholes or procedural •lstates by the evaluator(s) reather than to try
to actually t•prove teachlnt perfor•ence
- More teacher . . .eness of r...t to be eYaluated. More anxiety. Also,
reluctant wtlllnoess to Idea that evaluation hos to be done. Wes not done
on a very syst•attc bests before 1987-88
- •Sattsfactory• ratings .-e considered negative by teachers. Those with
satisfactory ratlft95 are •ottvated to fight the rattne rather than l•prove
perfor•ence
- Tr•endous •ount of adlllntstrattve tt•e necessa1 y to provide
docu11entatton. However. It Is essential
- I feel we have evaluators ftlltng out eYaluattons without conferenctne
with teachers and overrattno teachers.
- The most neoattve component Is the required rating scale (excellent,
satisfactory. unsatisfactory). These labels should be chanQed
immediately.
- No Re91tlve l•pact has been observed, beeauSe, none have been rated
unsatisfactory. Negative l•pect, per•eettno throughout the rank and ftle

would exist If and only If -rv would be rated os unsatisfactory. The
concept is too and the process Is too complex to foresee, unttl applied.

- Teachers resent (deeply) beIno given a su•••ttve rattno fr• one of the
choices provided by law - our profession has taken a giant step backwards
by appltcotlon of a su••atlve ratlno.
- Teachers are reluctant to be asked to serve as a •consuttlng teacher• for a
teacher rated as ·unsatisfactory•. A proble• of substitutes and getting
·consultant teachers· fr• other districts with qualtflcotlons exists. The
IOE does not offer a solution.
- Teachers are very uRC01Rfortable with the forced overall rating of
excellent , satisfactory, and unsatisfactory
- The negotiation process has taken a tr•endous •ount of tl•e and energy
to complete the plan - we actually went to t11pass over plant Teacher
union views plan as a WflV to get rid of staff rather than t1nprove
Instruction.
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-Impact was ot. No probl•s either W"f (positive or negative) teachers
and prtnctpals were gl• to evaluate every other year rather than all
teachers every year.
- Teachers have .,._, •ore defensive about their decisions and •ore
reluctant to venture fr• •ld- str... Only departure fr• middle
ground Is when directed to do so.
-No negative l•pact-Our teachers keep doing a fine Job.
- Teachers are concerned about being rated satisfactory when they feel
their efforts are of the excellent level.
- Evaluators continue to re•atn •status quo•. This wlll not wort In small,
close-tntt eo11•untttes unless one st•ply bas a terrible e•plavee.
- No Noticeable l•pact on teaching... perhaps SOiie Impact on morale or
attitude.
- Teachers prepare we II for observat ton • but chanoe to other methods after
tt ts over. Ex•ple: Mattno detailed plans as co•pared to ·1 have It tn
my heed.. This doesn't help the class move any tf a substitute eotnes In.
If the teacher can they usually send other tnstructtons when stet.
- None observed by •e as evaluator.
- A (very) few view 24A as a help to Job security by mandating union
lnvolv•ent
-No. 8ood teachers w•t an honest evaluation

- The rattno syst• •ates our staff very suspicious that the state wtll use
the rating for eo11partson purposes. We have h• a dtfftcult time
convincing our staff that we wtll not show the ratlnos for comparison
purposes.
-None observed

-I believe the concept of ·consulting· teachers Is hurting the evaluation
process. I believe the existing mechanisms for terminating tenured
teachers for reasons of performance mate It virtually tmposstble to do so.
This is one of the great barriers to quality education in all districts.
The only effective means of eltmtnattng a tenured teacher for performance
problems is through a ·bug our process. That Is indeed unfortunate.
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- Lowered morale and cynicism due to the ratings. Effort and volunteerism
hos actually diminished. The requirement of cateQOries without
definitions hns been confusing and unnecessartly time consuming. If the
drafters had categories In mind, they should also have had specific
charncteristics 8S well.
- They tnow IEA will bnck them to the end. Not cooperative changing
I nstructtonal behavior- grtevances lncreese directly wtth
·unsat isfnctory· ratings.
- Tenchers have become much more resistant to evaluation and change. This
ts especially due to the rating required. Just another example of the State
Legislature sttcttna Its nose In, where It doesn't belong.
- Teachers now spend more time arguing over the difference between
satisfactory ond excellent. The overoH process has done ltttle, If any, to
improve instruction.
- Attitudinal chanoe. collectively. for the better.
- Yes. Intensified growltno about additional paperwork.

- Yes- Districts who have developed strong relationships between
experienced teachers and prlnclpals who were ustno formative
supervisory techniques ore now forced into using unnecessary summotive
evaluations with a specific rating scale designated by the state. This has
been extremely d8meglng to these relationships. It hns placed
administrators In the role of the advtsary to teachers. Colleotal
relat1onsMps are much more difficult to nurture. Teaching is approached
mechanically Instead of humantsttcally.
- Very few teachers respond well to being rated sattsfnctory. Despite
evaluator efforts, •any teachers are hurt.
- SUll some cteoree of p1ranol1 from some Insecure teachers.
-Some teachers have opposed their tndlvldual raUngs
- Teacher discomfort Increased because of difference In perceptions
between evaluator's ratino and teacher self- perception of what ratino is
to be.
- In my judgment, teachers have become more aware of evaluation. I don't
know If thts is n8Q8tive, but there ore some neoatlve aspects as seen by

teachers.
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···In all districts teachers are little more aware of the evaluation

procedure.
- Transmitting the anxiety barrier that ts associated with evaluation is
now intensif ted.
-Actually very little chan91t. We had an effective evaluation method In
piece prior to 24A.
- The only negative comments we have had pertain to the ratings.
- No there has not been any in our district.
- Article 24A and I arrived simultaneously. It is difficult to judge the

positive or negative Impact of those 2 events.
-Perhaps greater attention between teacher and adRtlntstrator, added to
insecurity of teachers, but for some the direct oppostte occurred
- Good teachers alwav perform well no impact. Poor teachers are m11dly

inconvenienced but minimally affected
- The adcUtional amount of time required to successfully dismiss a teacher
Is the main problem. If that ts all you have to do --then tt would not be
a big problem. It is my understanding that It Is very time consuming to
follow the teacher around end document every Item. It should not be that
difficult to dismiss a b8d teacher. It is not that difficult to dismiss a poor
employee in the private sector. It should not be that difficult to dismiss a
poor teacher. The entire evaluatton process is a negative one- -if you do
your job as an evaluator.
- Teachers feel ·stress· about the process. Increased need for
administrators to evaluate added cost. Increased administrator time.
-Heightened union involvement.
-The summetive rating of excellent. satisfactory, and unsatisfactory tends
to overwhelm everything else that addresses goals. staff development. etc
- Additional union involvement In the evaluative process. with the
intention of protecting teachers regardless of ability.
- Seems to be more attention to process than outcome.
- Some sensitive , over- 8Ctive teachers have been too concerned about
receiving an unsattsf8Ctory rating when they have been far above that
performance.
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- Anything less than superior is an insult.
- We utilized an evaluat1on instrument prior to change tn 24A. It was o
very comfortable and effecUve tnstru•ent. Since new requirements in
24A. the new instrument has brought on new problems to continued
refinement. t•m not convinced we are aheed of where we were 5 years
ago.

had teachers marked unsatisfactory In some areas. The overall
ratings on these teachers was satisfactory.

- We

- I heve seen summary ratings becotne Inflated during use since 1985.

- The requirement of a •rattng• for su•matlve purposes has neQOtlvely
impacted our evalual Ion process.
- No observable neont1ve Impacts. ( 2)
- t ncreesed stress

- professional staff seem to heve become more defenstve regarding
heretofore routine monitoring of the instructional process by
8dmtn1strators
- teachers need to compare ratings

-ro a certain extent, teachers feel greeter pressure end accountabtltty.

Some feel that too much pressure exists but In the past two years most
hnve become more comfortable with the entire process

- Evaluat1on has suffered by becoming too •1ega1tzed• also too standardized
- More belligerent attitude of union with Increased hosUltty toward
8dministrat1on
- The unbeltevab le amount of time devoted to the re111edtatton process

- Our supervisory pro0ram predated Article 24A; therefore, Art. 24A
cannot be considered a variable In any changes
- None are evident

- No negative impact
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had no 1mpact on the teachers. Leg1slators
overplay and overestimate the impoct that 24A hns had and hove upon
t88Cher performonce

- No ch8nge: Artlcle 24A has

- Increased anxiety by teachers to the point of being counter productive
-A sltght degree of being upset -continued to Indicate he was going to
resign; therefore. it was of no value. He did not resign
- few teachers are now willing to serve as consultant teochers

-Some principals mav be reluctant to use unsattsfoctory rating
- Role of consulting teacher needs clarlflcatton wording of school code is
ambiguous
- I really believe there are certain characteristics In o teacher that you
either huve or you don·t hove and remedtation can do little to improve.
Those ltttle bits of Improvement are only slight and temporary
- Staff is very professional. Appreciate district•s Interest in high quality
of instruction.
- prior to formal remedtat1on, the toacher is on Intensive Supervision with
two purposes: ( I) to see if h/she Is remediable; and ( 2) to gather
specifics for a remodiation document. Teachers who do not succeed is
remediating deficiencies under Intenslve Supervision usually do not want
to proceed to Remedtatton and seek alternatives. The process saves much
money. There Is no Instrument per se. We do not conform to 24A'a
requirement of adjectival ratings with the exception of ·unsatisfactory·.
No research supports supervision, formative and/or summattve. with
adjectival ratings. Adjectival ratings are the professional supertvsor's
nightmare and the lazy supervlsor·s dream.
- The development of a strong union position that all teachers are good.
Constant challenge to principal regarding any negative comment
-£aster to rank satisfactory than to face the f1ght and justification and
remediatton resulting from unsattsfoctory
- The knowledge and realization by staff that n process ts now on- Jtne to
attempt corrections of deficiencies with means and plans to assist
improvement or termtnation... has improved some ·border-line· staff
performance.
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- The formal remedtntton plan helps focus on the areas where remedfat1on
ts needed

- Our evaluatton system ts better but puts more respons1btllty on the
evaluator. We have tried to define good teachtno by descriptions and we
evaluate based on whether the descriptions can be observed. This process
has forced teachers to be aware of the Dtstr1ct·s expectations and to
develop those behavlors we are seeking.
- Building 8dmlnstrators still feel uncotnfortable with the system. Would
like only two rating cateoortes (satisfactory. unsatisfactory)
- The degree of teacher participation tn the development of the evaluation
instrument has ·watered down· the accountablltty demanded. This Is
especially evident In the scoring structure of the Instrument.
- The process is quite lengthy and time consuming for me as the evaluator.
however, I feel the format of evaluation Is for teacher improvement and
lends itself more to this than ever before. The teacher input does relieve
the stress of evaluation for the teacher as weJJ as the administrator.
- The biggest factor continues to be one of .t1.m.l to adequately evaluate - no
matter what the Code may require.
- It was important for us to receive staff support to create a change.

is obvious that this method will be challenged by the Union, thus
requiring extensive record keeping and precision in process. With the
limited man hours available, the effort and 18Q81 fees minimizes the
probabtHty of implementing same.

- It

- The formal evaluation process has a ploce, but Is less effective than
constant interest and contact that Is maintained with teachers. The
·negotiated form· is , In my opinion, poor.
-We need to fine tune our evaluation plan to Include arttfacts such as
lesson plans, tests, copies of student work, certification of college
courses, and workshops taken for self- Improvement.
- Some value in developing evnluation form (what factors to Include, etc).
- fhere was no Impact In our district In regards to 24A since the practice
of evaluating staff hns been part of our policy for several years prior to
~hP. ·netorm Acr mandating evaluation. The act only added ·red tape· to
.- I
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-We have had no teachers rated ·unsatisfactory·.
-As the district administrator responsible for teacher evaluations, an

unsatisfactory evaluaton was recently completed. My Impressions after
completing the written Remedlatton plan Is that a great amount of time
will be Involved In the coming year. In a district with only one
administrator . It wlll be difficult to spend the time required to complete
the Remediation plan with the teacher
-Our plan is quite formative tn nature; however, the final checkltst
page(s) are summattve. We do not mix the two. The formative ts
completed earlier in the year with the summattve done at a completely
different time.
-While dismissal ls possible, though not probable, this has added another
step in an already unrealistic process.
-Many board members thought that this would be the tool to get rid of any
unwanted teachers not as a tool to help Improve an unsatisfactory
teacher.
- We have had no one evaluated unsatisfactory as of this time.
- Has given staff development a new focus.
-No experience to dote from which to provide a reaction.
-This caused us to update our policy and procedure. The result Is an
improved process. Note our required subordinate (student) evaluation
component.
- Although there were no ·unsats• 1986-88, there is one for 1989.
-Very unwieldy. long, and does not make the elimination of the ineffective
easier to accomplish.
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- 1) I feel strongly that the tenure laws should be revised to provide school
districts the opportunity to maintain those teachers who meet district
expectatlon.s and to release those teachers who do not. 2) Teachers do
have the right to remedtate; however, merit not tenure, should be the
basis of continued employment In a district. 3) The current process for
deallng with an unsatisfactory performer takes too Jong In terms of those
students whose education Is diminished wh11e the required proceedings
take place. 4) All teachlnQ would be enhanced If •ertt rather than
tenure were the b8Sls for employment In education.
- We have a very strong teacher association. Avery btndlRQ teacher
contract. I cannot think of anythlnQ 11ore that we can give teachers
unless it would be no work and just send their pavchecks home to them.
- Due to ongoing llttoattons, our district has not yet llnplemented a plan
under Article 24A. We ore currently Involved In heortngs on this
matter. The plan has been adopted and Is ready to go when the issues are
resolved.
- The process we used proved effective. Additionally we used our attorneys
and an outside evaluator suggested by our attorneys. The teachers union
did not play a significant role.
- I agree that no dota is ovoilob le about the remediotion practices of
districts re: unsatisfactory teachers.
- The degree of teacher participation In the development of the evaluation
Instrument h8S ·watered down· the accountabtltty demanded. This Is
espectal ly evident In the scoring structure of the Instrument.
- Most can mate the quantum leap from unsatisfactory to mediocre. What
hove we gained Jong term? This leglslotlon gave us no oddlttonol practical
tools, only additional procedures and paperwork. Nothing different will
occur in the process after the remedlatlon plan has been completed. We
wl11 still go to court and drag out the process ad Infinitum.
- The problem is that the ortgtnal Intent of SB 730 was to make it easier
for districts to dismiss unsatisfactory teachers. In fact the law has made
It more difficult.
- One tencher came close to an ·unsatisfactory· this school yenr and she
sought help , got serious about her weaknesses and improved.
- Wo had alrendy tnsUtuted a more thorough evaluation system than the
:>t'> Ie' s.
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QUESTION XIV
OTHER PERTINENT INFORMATION
- We have not had an unsatisfactory teacher at this point.
- I will work with an teachers to get them to the level of satisfactory. A

teacher must have to be very. very bad to get a rauno of unsaUsfactory.
especially in a small school district. We use the Hawthorne instrument.
- We had a much stronger progr• of evaluation prior to the state meddling
in local affairs.
- No teachers have been rated as unsatisfactory.

- Principals f1nd it very U•e- consu•ing. lnstru•ent places heavy
emphasis upon the techniques and sctence of teaching.
- While the overwhelming mejority of teachers don"t mind (tolerate) the
evaluat1on process as being a necessary component of improving
1nstrucUon. a number have spoken out as not pleased w1th the required
minimum stav in the classroom by the administrator of at least thirty
minutes. These few 1nd1cate that 1n their situation 15-20 minutes
suff1ce.
- Not a problem here. We weed teachers that ore poor durtng 1st and 2nd
year and work with those on tenure to continue to do an outstanding job.
- We had one library worker who was rated unsatisfactory, but we reversed
that rating because of our poor tool.
- Very time consuming for principals.
- I strongly feel that the best th1no we could do for educaUon ts to do ttWt/V
with tenure. I believe everyone's attitudes and behavlors would Improve.
- There needs to be a better advertised and more extensive training
program for potential consuJtiRQ teachers. This should be conducted by
158£.

- There were very few models to refer to as I wrote the remediatton plan.
It was therefore a very time consuming task. Considerable classroom
observation time was needed to complete the quarterly summative
evaluation reports.
- The School Code had no bearing on our evaluation system except to
improve the 3 ratings required in the summative process.
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QUESTION XIV
OTHER PERTINENT INFORMATION

- The negotiated evaluation Instrument has resulted In a ·weat• instrument
betno developed. It Is extremely dtfflcult to summattvely rate a teacher
as unsatisfactory due to the limitations of the Instrument.
- We had an evaluation process in place prior to the Implementation of
Article 24A and no significant changes were required or needed.
- Removal still remains a difficult process. Evaluation is a necessary evil.

Personally , I think a J. year tenure law would do more to eltmlnate
marginal teachers as the truly poor ones are fired at the end of the first
year.
- They stlll hove it made. It Is stt11 dlfflcult to evaluate and dismiss
unsatisfactory teachers. I believe that the entire tenure Jaw needs to be
changed bV the state. I would suogest that tenure only be tn force for a
five year or ten year period of tlMe. Then that teacher would be up for a
renewal and would hove to be awarded tenure for the next five or ten year
period of time. The teacher would hove to measure up to specified
standlrds In order to be placed on tenure for the next period of time.
- I feel that If It can be prevented at all from glvtng the unsatisfactory
ratino it will be. £specially in the small schools. Use to be, It was the
prtnclpal"s responstb111ty to evaluate and help develop the Instructors
under him. Now you hove to hove a consulttno teacher. If it is a small
system, I would feel fellow teachers would hesitate wanting to be a
consulting teacher. Everyone knows everyone else and could cause hard
fee11ngs on the staff. Maybe you don't hove a cooperating teacher
avnt1able In that subject. tf It is subject matter. If you obtain a
consulting teacher from the state. there Is another cost to the district.
Who Is ootno to verify that the consulting teacher will necessarily agree
with your district's philosophy and type of classroom management. I feel
the state penalized the smaller schools again because of the actions of the
larger schools.
- The process works very well In the middle school and elementary grades.
It ts too much of a burden on the high school principal at that level. It ts
very tt•e consuming and the process appHes to all teachers - QOod, bad,
and excellent. The process should be able to be streamlined when the
·excellenr teacher Is evaluated. (And we know who many of these teachers
are, even before they are formally evaluated)
- Lawyers· retirement policy
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- Instrument used 1s slightly modified ·Teacher Evaluation Scale· from
Hawthorne EducaUonal Services . . .along with Hawthorne·s ·Professional
Improvement Manual.·
- No unsat1sfoctory at this Ume. Thts process gives the teachers an
opportunity to hove a greater Input Into the evaluation process. The
instrument utUlzed ts constructed by a faculty/admtntstraUon committee.
- In general, the process has required •ore effort end time from
pr1nc1pals. They heve found U necessary to budget thne for evoluotton.
- £valuation of teachers Is a Joke. Any teacher can put together a quality
lesson for 40 minutes twtce a year.
-We use a teacher assistance team prior to a ftnal rattno of unsattsfaclory.
We also implemented a mentor pro0ram for first year teachers.
- Creates more paperwork and more procedures.
- The current evaluation Is a poor one (three potnt system) The four point
system is a better one.
- Our district evaluates each teacher twice a year.
- I think it will be an excellent WflV to make administrators do their job.
- Ho real improvement over what we're dotno: however the two year cycle
requires evaluations to be conducted more often- we were on a three year
cycle.

- The whole concept of giving teachers an overall rating of unsatisfactory.
satisfoctorv . or excellent should be scrapped. The evaluation should
zero- in on one or more performance areas with a ·pass- fair rating given
for those particular areas and subsequent remedtatton plans developed for
the failed areas.
- We have not had teachers who m1ght be rated unsat1sfoctory reach tenure
status
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-Not approved by the state yet-never f1na11zed w1th un1on-(asked state for
part of funds {later vetoed) by Governor to develop instrument.) Our way
of telling the state they should fund what they mandate-It wnl be
completed within the next few months- unless the state decides to do it for
us
- I feel it has improved the evaluation process

- Problems with the willingness of teachers to serve as consulting teachers
- In some cases J year cou Id be too long
- We pretty much were doing most of these things anyway
- Our district plan includes an •tnforma1· 30 day remedtatton plan to avoid
the cumbersome forma11tles of the state guidelines. A small district like
ours would have difficulty finding, paying. and working with a consulting
teacher. The ·informal· solution has been used and has worked for
us.however. if It had not resulted tn successful remedlation, would we
then be able to progress to the formal plan? Would challenges to our
procedure be successful? The state has approved our plan -Does ISB£
share accountability? I also question what constitutes an unsatisfactory
rating. Is It one item on a check list or must a district define the teacher
as an unsatisfactory teacher overall? Right now we are defining It as any
item checked unsatisfactory results tn remedtatton plans. However, this
district interprets unsatisfactory ratinos tn that wav because we have
built in the informal remedtatton. Should that be removed by a challenge,
we would need to re-evaluate the definition of unsatisfactory. I believe
the law is so restrictive that It may have the opposite effect than what•s
Intended. If evaluators know that an unsatisfactory rating w111 Initiate
formal actions that may be very costly to the district. He or she may
decide to live with the problem rather than attempt to alleviate It.
- There was no Impact tn our district In regards to 24A since the pract1ce
of evaluating staff has been part of our policy for several years prior to
the ·Reform Acr mandating evaluation. The oct only added ·red tape· to
the process.
- We believe our previous system which involved goal setting was much
more effective tn improving Instruction. This process is effective in
dealing with the few poor teachers but it is not effective improving
performance of the majority of staff
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- As a result of the mandate. our district totally reorganized our process.
mov1ng 1t toward an emphasis on Improvement of Instruction as opposed to
summat1ve documentat1on. To date. the new phllosophy and approech are
still too new for me to indicate any dramatic changes
- The evaluat1on process seems to be welcomed by most teachers
- It is extremely time consuming for the 8dm1nistrator and probably would
be es effective and is less costly in time 1f it were done every three years

instead of two
- Still comes down to the prlnclpal making a reallsttc evaluation based on
letting staff know what Is expected, evaluating based on those
expectations. and communicating the positives and negatives to the
teacher. We are becomtno more critical In evaluating that 2nd year
teacher
- As long as the tenure law Is In place the only evaluation that makes sense
ts positive teacher/administrative Improvement In service. 24A ts
detrimental to that concept es it requires one ot ·grode· staff and destroy
the administration attempts to be a helper not an evaluator
- Tates a great deal of time
- A small group of weak teachers , who also mate up influential ladership
in the local education association, feed a neoetlve view of
supervisors/evaluation. they are used to keep other paranoid!
- We find no fault with the regulation
- Procedure Is very time consumtno but has otven positive results
- Two of the three evaluated ·unsatisfactory• resigned prior to any plan for
remedtatton
- We had an evaluation system and remedtatton process In place before the
new unsatisfactory rattno. Only minor chanoes were made as a result
- Teachers who do a good Job become grossly Impatient with colleaoues who
do not live up to distrtct expectations
- We went through the process In 1985- 86 prior to the actual
implementation. The teacher retired before further action occurred.
-The fncluston of a good staff development program. school. and sue- based
application, and effective coaching have facilitated school improvements
- l ne process to dismiss a teacher through 24A ts cumbersome and
incredibly time consuming- 8nd likely to still end up in the
courts- decided on procedure not merit
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- We have a very poor ·1nstrumenr Should be revised dur1ng negot1at1ons
1n 1989
- Provtdes the dtstrtct wtth a WffV to deal wtth unsatisfactory teachers
-The load the every other year cycle placed on prlnclpals Is
unrealistically- we keep adding to their jobs and take nothing 8WffV- yet I
can't argue with the Importance of evaluation. Our prtnctpals estimated
approximately 100 hours being spent on teacher under remedlatton
- It is extremely Important to document tn detan, observations and destgn a
sound remedtatton plan; however, 24A did not chanve the evaluation
process tn this district other than require remedlatlon to be conducted for
one ea lendar year
- Any teacher that does not receive a superior rating must be given reasons
why and ways to improve evaluation in order to receive superior
- the capabilities of the supervisor. linked with the support of the school
oronnlzation are teys In making progress In teacher performance
instrument
- Works okay but they do what they need to get by
- We marked one teacher one point above unsat1sfactory and put Into place
an ·unofflcta1· remedtatton plan with department chairperson's support.
It has worked. Teacher has Improved.
-Our Instrument allows us to mark teachers unsatisfactory wtthout having
to mark them unsat1sfactory overall. This has allowed us to Identify
areas that need Improvement Immediately wtthout an overall evaluation of
unsatisfactory
- Formal evaluation ten a part of what a teacher Is doing In the class.
There are many other facets that valtdete the type of job they are doing.
Some teachers know how to put on a pretty good show. A first year
teacher in the district is much easier to ·coach· vs. the tenured
teacher(s). 1·11 be curious to see results In the case of tenured teachers
- 158£ was very helpful
·-Teachers really like pre and post conferences
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- I feel that the only change that has occurred from the evaluat1on plan
requirement has been a more thorough evaluation is done of all first year
teachers. If there is any doubt about a first year teacher's abi11Ues. they
are released rather than go through the more cumbersome procedure
required by the change
- I feel that teochers perceive evaluations more seriously than they did In
the post- more meantnoful process now
- Rating becomes more Important than feedback for Improvement
- We have not used the full remediatlon plan
- The evaluation process is what mates the difference
- It has helped in that the word gets out that something is being done

constructively with unsatisfactory ratings
- It is very difficult to evaluate unsatisfactory under present law and have
it hold up even through remediation process
- In general process has improved teaching in our district
- To my mind Article 21A has accomplished nothing. Our District 99 phm.
jointly developed between the Board of Education and our local teacher
association has however. resulted in vastly improved teaching in our
district. The district plan predated Article 24'A by one year
- We believe that the current evaluation process will ultimately lead to

increased student achievement. higher teacher and student expectations,
and teecher accountab11ty for the content and quaUty of 1nstruct1on
- In the long run
education

1t should

provide an avenue for improvement in public

- We had a weH developed evaluation process prior to Article 24A so our
on-ootno methodolOGV has been very successful. Article 24A though has
helped us refine our evaluation of staff
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- Before our new teacher developed evaluation plan began 1n 1987- 88
school year I had been encouraged and urged to ·c1o something· by teacher
about our P.E. teacher. They were very concerned about a lack of
discipline and the number of ch11dren being hurt. Visitations to other
teachers. counse11ng. close supervision. and mode11ng by me (M .A. in H &
P.E) have 1mproved the situoUon to where the taecher is now rated
saUsfactory (barely). Intensive supervision conUnues and the situaUon
continues to 1mprove. The teecher wtth 20 years experience stated that I
was fair in helping Mm.
- We found that w1th the e11m1naUon of needs 1mprovement category on our
·01d· instrument. evaluation/evaluations tend to shy owuy from
unsatisfactory unless absolutely necessary

